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1. SUMMARY
During this reporting period significant milestones have
been met. A new barrier crucible design which consistently maintains
melt stability over long periods of time has been successfully tested
and used in long growth runs. The pellet feeder for melt replenishment
was operated continuously for growth runs of up to 17 hours ( a one day
growth cycle). The liquid level sensor comprising a laser/sensor system
was operated, performed well, and meets the requirements for maintaining
liquid level height during growth and melt replenishment. An automated
feedback loop connecting the feed mechanism and the liquid level sensing
system was designed and constructed and, during the preparation of this
report, operated succ_s>,Zully for 3 1/2 hours demonstrating the
feasibility of semi-automated dendritic web growth.
The web throughput task has resulted in a demonstration of
wider good quality web as well as a demonstration of higher throughput
rates. A summary of the accomplishments during the report period is
listed below.
Start of Phase III
	
Present Status
Throughput
	
23.6cm2/min	 27.2cm2/min
Width
	
4.2cm
	
4.7cm
Cell Efficiency	 15.5%
	
15.5%
Continuous Feeding	 0.8 hours	 17 hours
Liquid Level Sensor	 Bench Tested
	
Installed and Operating
Semi-automated Growth
	
Conception	 Functionally-demonstrated
for 3 1/2 hours
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The economic analysis of the dendritic web process was updated.
The sensitivity of the cost of sheet to variations in capital equipment
cost and recycling dendrites was calculated; and it was shown that these
factors have relatively little impact on sheet cost. An important
finding was that dendrites from web which had gone all the way through
the solar cell fabrication process, when melted and grown into web,
produce crystals which show no degradation in cell efficiency.
Material quality remains high and cells made from web grown
at the start, during, and the end of a run from a replenished melt
show comparablr efficiencies.
2
2. INTRODUCTION
Silicon dendritic web is a single crystal silicon ribbon
material which provides substantial advantages for low cost manufacture
of solar cells. A significant feature of the process is the growth
from a melt of silicon without constraining dies resulting in an oriented
single crystal ribbon having excellent surface features. In common
with other more classical processes, such as Czochralski growth, impurity
rejection into the melt permits the use of less pure "solar grade"
starting material without significantly affecting cell performance.
A unique property of the dendritic web process is the growth of long
ribbons of controllable thickness which not only facilitates automation
of subsequent processing into solar cells, but also results in high
material utilization since cutting and polishing is not required.
At the conclusion of Phase II of this program, all the
individual elements required for low cost production were demonstrated.
An output rate of 23.6cm 2 /minute was demonstrated. Solar cell efficiencies
over 15% AM1 with an average efficiency of all cel"s 13% AM1. The
feasibility of concurrent feeding of silicon into the melt during crystal
growth was established and cells made from this material were demonstrated
to have the same efficiency as those grown from unreplienished silicon.
Economic analyses show that the JPL cost allocation for ribbon can be
met and surpassed. Finally, identification of the factors critical to
meeting price objectives were identified.
At the start of this program the requirements for liquid level
control in order to meet the technical and economic objectives of the
sheet task were established. This report describes the accomplishments
during the last year in automated growth of dendritic web. We describe
the progress in melt replenishment, melt level sensing, throughput of
web, equipment development, and semi-automated growth. The appendices
3
include the summary of the individual web rubs maae rite in l—, tr,e period
as well as solar cell data. Scientific report: generated during this
period are also appended and include an analysis of the fundamental
limitations on the growth of dendritic web.
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3. PROGRESS IN WEB TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
3.1 Melt Replenishment
3.1.1 Background
The economic requirements for melt replenishment in sheet
technology are well established. Substantial economics are realized by
increasing the productivity of the equipment and more efficient use of
material, labor, and facilities. The dendritic web process further
benefits from melt replenishment in that maintaining the solid-liquid
interface at a nearly constant position in the furnace provides a
consistent thermal environment to the growing web reducing stress in
the ribbon and permitting higher output rates. Further the constant
melt level simplifies the control system that is required for automated
operation of the equipment.
Since a likely outcome of the LSA silicon materials task is
solar grade silicon in pellet form, our concept for a melt replenishment
system utilizes pellets 2-4mm in diameter. The use of pellets provides
several advantages:
(1) The pellets cause only slight temperature perturbations
when fed into the melt.
(2) Additional system power requirements are small; in fact,
with the thermal modifications used to optimize the
replenishment/growth setup, experimental results show
lower power requirements.
(3) The pellets are readily metered with simple, inexpensive
equipment to replace the silicon consumed in growth.
(4) The approach lends itself to automation.
5
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At the end of the last phase successful demonstration of the feasibility of
this concept was established. A mechanically-activated, inexpensive,
prograiranable pellet feeder was tested and web was grown from the re-
plenished melt. Solar Us made on this material gave good efficiencies
verifying that material quality is not adversely affected by melt
replenishment. Successful growth while replenishing was demonstrated
for appro;,
.mately one hour. Reasons for the termination of growth were
analyzed and attributed to thermal asymmetry and oxide formation resulting
in free floating silicon particles, or "ice" which attack to the crystal,
terminating growth.
3.1.2 Accomplishments
The development of the melt replenishment system was shifted
from the "W" furnace to the RE furnace. The activ3.ty during this year
has centered on refining the design of the pellet feeder and delivery
system, the design, development and demonstration of compartmented
crucibles to isolate the replenishment chamber from the growth chamber,
the design, development and demonstration of both passive and active
thermal shields to provide control of temperature gradients in the
system during feeding and growth, and the development of a melt level
sensing system. As a result of this activity melt replenishment has
progressed considerably. We have made a growth run with 17 hours of
manually activated continuous feeding (although not continuous growth),
the length of run equivalent to a 1 day growth cycle. Growth of
individual crystals with feeding for periods of over 2 hou— are common.
Continuous concurrent replenishment and growth has been demonstrated for
3 hours 20 minutes. The melt replenishment concept L: well established
and both the RE and J furnaces are now equipped for feeding, enhancing
the rate of progress in combining of melt replenishment with throughput
development. The feed rate of pellets has progressed from the
experimental rate of 1 pellet/min. to rates which maintain a constant
melt level, with the thermal geometry capable of handling even higher
feed rates as the crystal area growth rate increases.
6
The following sections describe the activities over the past
year:
McchanZcatty-Activated Pellet Feeder,
The feeder which has been used in most of the feed experiments
is well described in Reference 1 and can be seen in Figure 1. The
feeder is comprised of a rotating disk constructed of polished stainless
steel which rotates at the same speed as pellets are fed. The dish is
inclined to permit a flow of pellets to the lower side. A hole slightly
larger than the pellet can acc,epc only a single pellet which is
separated frc-% the pellets in the feeder body. A cam activated spring-
loaded gate re-eases a pel:iet with every revolution of the dish. The
pellet is released to a funnel leading into a delivery tube located
over the feed compartment in the crucible. This system has performed
well and was essentially duplicated as a feeder for the J furnace. One
modification was replacement of the stainless steel separator bowl by
a teflon bowl to eliminate the possiblity of the silicon pellets
chipping the steel and resulting in possible contamination of the melt.
Other refinements include seals improvement and modified pellet chutes.
If the feeders are overfilled, the pellets tend to pack in a
tight layer on the . ..'zom of the feeder bowl, inhibiting feeding. In
order to accomodate the need for lamer numbers of pellets as runs become
longer and feed rates are increased, a batch feeder was designed and
constructed. With this the furnace operator can refill the pellet
feeder without opening the system to air, thus avoiding the risk of
!-ack diffusion of oxygen into the furnace. The batch feeder is shown
installed on the J furnace in Figure Z. A close up view of the batch
feed apparatus as shown on Figure 3. As can be seen from the photograph
the batch feeder is essentially a quartz tube enclosing a plunger
mechanism. Access to the batch feeder is through a port which permits
additional pellets to be placed in the reservoir as required. This
compuuent can be isolated while the reloading is taking place. For
test purposes this isolation is accomplished with a simple mechanical
clamp.
7
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The introduction of solid pellets into molten silicon has the
potential for interfering with the dendritic web growth. `Pellets
dropping into the melt can perturb the surface, float to the growing
crystal, cause variations in the thermal. symmetry, and chip off
condensed oxide which will nucleate the undercooled melt and cause ice.
Therefore, it is necessary to isolate the feed chamber in the crucible
from the section in which the crystal is grown. This isolation is
accomplished by constructing a barrier in the crucible between the two
compartments. An example is shown in Figure 4. The concept requires
that the barrier be above the level of the liquid in order to prevent
introduction of solids into the growth region. However, communication
between the two compartments must be maintained to allow free flow of
liquid to maintain melt height, so the barriers must have an opening
between the two compartments.
Several modifications were made in the barrier used in the
crucible. Three examples of the several barrier configurations that
were tried are shown in Figure 5. Barrier configurations A & B are
similar except that the opening is located along the walls of the
crucible in one case, while with B, the opening is in the center. Several
variations of width and height were examined. Although successful
feeding runs were performed with both designs, occasional dewetting
of the feed compartment occurs resulting in termination of the run.
The dewetting is characterized by spontaneous withdrawal of the molten
silicon from the feed compartment into the growth compartment. Not
only does this perturb growth but it also inhibits the melting of
subsequent pellets fc1 into the growth compartment.
Configuration C in Figure 5 evolved over a series of
experimental runs. The performance of this "fence" configuration has
been excellent. No dewetting was observed in the feed chamber even
when steep temperature gradients have been imposed on the crucible. We
hypothosize that the lower strip of the barrier which makes contact
with the base of the crucible serves as a mechanism to overcome the
11
Figure 4	 Barrier Type Crucible
12
(A)
(B)
(C)
Figure 5 New crucible barrier design (C) used to eliminate melt
dewetting observed with hotter end shields. Older designs
previously used, A and B.
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surface tension force of liquid silicon. When intermittent dewetting
of the crucible wall in the feed chamber occurs, the liquid is prevented
from flowing out of the feed chamber into the substantially larger
growth chamber. The vertical posts may also be helpful in retaining
silicon in the feed chamber. However, their prime function is to
support the upper portion of the barrier which will sag at operating
temperature with time.
Melt Levee Se ►zon
Complementary to the concept of melt replenishment is the
necessity to detect variation in the height of the melt. Variations in
the height of the liquid influence the long term stability of growth.
In addition, although the amount of silicon withdrawn from the melt can
be estimated and the silicon melt can be replenished accordingly, the
precision with which one can do this is inadequate for long term growth.
In order to develop automated equipment a reliable melt level sensor
must be developed.	 After evaluating several types of sensing methods,
we chose to use a reflected laser beam with an electro-optical
position sensor. This method appeared most suitable in meeting of the
following requirements:
0 compatible with web growth and the web growth apparatus,
• accurate to within one millimeter or better,
• capable of both measurement and control,
constant calibration during a growth cycle, and
• reasonable cost.
A schematic view of the laer/detector setup is provided in
Figure 6. A 2 milliwatt helium-neon laser is used as the light source,
and a commercially available solid state position detector senses the
beam.
14
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Initial tests of the setup used mercury as a model liquid
in a bench test and proved the system to be functionally satisfactory.
Testing in the RR furnace has shown the melt level sensing system to
have the desired sensitivity to melt changes. Results of the testing
aredescribed in the experimental results. A photograph of the installed
apparatus is shown in Figure 7.
rhmnae Ttimming
With the additional thermal loads caused by the presence of
a feed hole and the melting pellets, the susceptor as originally configured
was unable to melt the pellets at a rate consistant with the requirements
for melt replenishment. Initially experiments were made with a fixed
shield adjacent to the susceptor on the feed compartment side in order
to raise the temperature sufficiently to melt the pellets. A systematic
study was performed in order to determinethe optimum shield configuration.
The conclusion was reached that a fixed shield did not provide the
flexibility required to assure a proper thermal balance during all
phases of a run seeding, widening, and steadystate growth. A significant
step in this analysis was made when a moveable shield, Figure 8, was
added. This configuration permits dynamic control of the temperature
gradients during all phases of growth.
In order to properly use the adjustable shield, it is necessary
to characterize the effect of the shield in various positions and
evaluate the effect on thermal behavior of various rates of melt
replenishment. When the two effects are in balance, optimal web growth
conditions exist. Three types of measurements are available
and have been used to characterize these thermal effects. Referring
to Figure 9 , the susceptor configuration shown indicates the
availability of different measurement techniques.
The primary measurement methods are:
1. Thermocouple measurements y.i the susceptor,
2. Dendrite "hold" points, measured in the center of the melt, and
3. Infrared pyrometer determination of melt temperature changes.
1O
Figure 7	 Laser/Sensor Liquid Level System Installed on RF. Furnace
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Two of the thermocouples were located in the back wall of the susceptor,
near the bottom, 4 1/8" apart. A third thermocouple was located in the
center of the susceptor, below the crucible. The infrared measurements
were made by placing the infrared pyrometer either at the center of the
dogbone Slot, or one inch to either side. For the infrared measurements,
the pyrometer was temporarily mounted above the growth chamber.
One set of measurements compared the thermocouple readings
as the end shield, was moved with a dendrite "hold" temperature being
found at each shield position to maintain a constant melt temperature
at the center. These measurements are plotted in Figure 10. As expected,
the axial thermocouple held essentially constant, within the accuracy
of the "hold point." The changes in temperature determined from the
thermocouples in the susceptor wall. indicate that the shield shifts
the total thermal distribution in the susceptor. With the shield inserted
4cm, for example, a temperature change of over LO° compared to the case
with no shielding was achieved.
Since a dendrite could not be inserted while the infrared
pyrometer was in position, and since the axial thermocouple essentially
followed the "hold" temperature, the thermocouple was used thereafter
as the control. The infrared pyrometer readings at the center of the
melt held fairly constant, + ti 2/3°. Again, as the shield was
lowered, the relative changes in melt temperatures (at the points one
inch from the center) became .large (Figure 11), over 10°C with the shield
lowered 4.8em. Since the measurement points are closer than in Figure
10,this implies the gradient in the liquid is actually larger than in
the susceptor ;gall.
In using the infrared pyrometer, we found that temperature
fluctuations of + 1/4° at a given point were generally present. This
was confirmed to be in the melt rather than an instrument problem by
sighting the pyrometer onto the lid and observing no fluctuations.
Since the magnitude of the fluctuation was fairly constant, the
pyrometer values in Figure 11 are the average of the extremes measured
at a given point without error bars. Also, the pyrometer is quite
sensitive to the back/front location in the slot. Part of this sensitivity
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Figure 10 Comparison of temperature changes at various susceptor points
vs the end shield position. At 0 cm the shield is not
affecting the susceptor; at 1 cm the shield has been lowered, and
is shielding the top centimeter of the susceptor.
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Figure 11 Comparison of temperature changes in the silicon melt at
different end shield positions. Points represent average
values of pyrometer readings at each location.
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is due to "clipping" of the view angle by the chimney through which the
pyrometer views the melt surface. Although small dimensional variations
in the chimney add to alignment difficulties and make actual
temperature measurement along the slot very difficult, relative
temperature changes still can be made easily.
In the last set of measurements the infrared pyrometer was
mounted one inch from the center on the left or feed side. The results
of this set of data, where temperature changes were recorded as the
feed rate was changed for various shield positions, can be seen in
Figure. 12.
Pellet feed rates of 2 per minute introduce a negligible
thermal effect; at 10 pellets pe, minute a depression of about 1°C was
observed (at the sensor lcciti.on one inch to the left at the melt center).
The temperature depression in the feed chamber is actually somewhat lower
than this as shown in other experiments where freezing occurred with
partial shield insertion. By use of the movable shield we have been
able to control the temperature distribution for pellet melting; during
all elements of feeding and web growth.
ExpeAimcnta2 Resutt3
Considerable progress was made in melt replenishment task.
Despite delays in the delivery of components for the melt level system,
the need to develop a reliable compartmented crucible, and the efforts
involved in developing a shield sysi:em to maintain the required thermal
symmetry during feeding, convincing demonstrations of the melt replenishment
system have been performed. Among the runs were several of 5 or more
hours, one 13 hour run, and one 17 hour run-the equivalent of a one day
cycle. Although there were difficulties encountered, none were
related to Pellet feedinc. It is notable that in addition to the leneth
of the runs, feed rates consistent with the rate of withdrawal of the
web crvstal have been demonstrated.
No Feeding, Data From RE 216	 •
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Figure 12 Effects of pellet feeding rate on temperature, compared
at various end shield positions.
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An evaluation of the sensitivity of the melt level sensing
system verified the acceptability of the equipment to meet the
requirements for automat(. d growth. In Figure 13 is a reproduction of
the tracing on the strip chart recorder of the melt level sensor during
web crystal growth. Prior to the start of crystal growth the trace is
level indicating no change in liquid level. After the initiation of
growth the trace is deflected to the left indicating a lowering of the
melt level. A total of 26 grams of silicon was removed by the crystal
growth which corresponds to 13 mV. A 1mm change in melt level
corresponds to a change of 20 grams of silicon; this is the equivalent
to a 10 mV reading on the detector which is readily sensed.
In Figure 14 is an example of the strip chart reading of a
run during which pellets were fed concurrent with the growth of the
crystal. The pellet feed rate was adjusted independently of the melt
level sensor. (Automated Feeding will be discussed in a later section.)
The initial feed rate was 8 Dellets/minute. The rate was increased to
10 pellets Der minute durine the run as the sensor indicated a eradual
lowerine of the melt hei ght. Indications are clear that melt level
should be controllable to well below lmm and satisf actor y sensitivitv
for automated replenishment is available.
Most of the feed runs have been made with the J-181 and J-252
lid and shield configurations. These lids were selected because of
their history of reproducible growth of long crystals. Successful five
hour runs have been made with both configurations. The 13 hour run was
made using J-252. The one day cycle (17 hour run) was made using a
modified J-252; i.e. the same lid but modified top shielding over the
lid.
The results of these runs are listed on the run summary
section in the appendix. However, some comments are appropriate relative
to the 17 hour run. The lid/shield configuration used provided stable
growth throughout the continuously fed sequence. No ice formation was
observed that was attributable to the pellet feed. However, during the
run some spalling of oxide accumulated on one of the shields did cause
25
Crystal end
Crystal start
Figure 13 Example output of melt level position detector, taken
without melt replenishment
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Figure 14 Output of melt level detector during feeding
and concurrent growth
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termination of crystal growth. As a result although the melt was fed
continuously, crystal growth was not continuous. Of the 17 hours of
run time 12 hours and forty five minutes was the actual crystal growth time.
A further important observation was the solar cell performance of the
material grown at different times during the run. Six separate crystals
from the start to the end of the run were made into cells. The results
are listed below:
Uncoated AR-Coated
Crystal Efficiency Efficiency
1 9.70 13.9
2 9.43 13.5
3 9.09 13.0
4 9.30 13.3
5 9.72 13.9
6 9.00 12.9
It appears as if the quality of the web remains high with long term
melt replenishment.
The run was terminated after seventeen hours because sufficient
information had been obtained, not because of operational difficulties.
The results do indicate that further shield modifications to minimize
oxide accumulation are desirable. Minor tuning of the temperature
gradients in the melt is also indicated since dendrite choppiness
indicative of convective flow was observed. Clearly, the capability of
the system to grow web with melt replenishment is established and the
quality of the web crystal is not affected by long term feeding.
3.2 Throughput
3.2.1 Progress
In the past year,system characterization and thermal modeling
have provided guidance for the refinement of lid geometries to enhance
the throughput of web. The emphasis has been on relatively subtle changes
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in temperature distribution in the growing crystal by modification of lid
and shield geometry. Experimental highlights of this activity are described
followed by a discussion of the complementary work on system characterization
and modeling.
At the end of Phase II, the maximum demonstrated web width was
4.2cm and the maximum area throughput was 23.6cm 2 /min. Currently, these
values are 4.7cm and 27.2em 2 /min respectively. More dramatic than overall
width increases has been the increase in width of high quality web crystal
before the occurence of stress-induced defomration. A gain of more than
cm as compared to earlier results has been realized through modifications in
shield configurations. A sampling of width and thruput results are given
in Table 1.
3.2.2 Background
For the dendritic web process, three components are involved
in maximizing area throughput: crystal width, growth velocity and affecting
both of these, maintaining melt height at the optimum level. Crystal
width is limited by the melt temperature profile and stress induced
deformation . Growth velocity is limited by the rate at which the heat
of fusion is dissipated. For a given configuration, there is an optimum
melt level for minimizing stress and maximizing velocity. (See Ref. 1
for detailed discussions of the various thermal aspects of web growth)
In this section, we will discuss the experimental efforts to enhance
width (throughput) by reduction of thermal stresses. This effort has had
an increasing emphasis on integrating the thermal requirements for width,
speed and melt replenishment. This is in contrast to, but a natural
progression from, the earlier efforts where each component was studied
more or less independently. The purpose here is to ensure that a
compatible set of thermal parameters are developed and optimized for
future incorporation into an automated growth facility. To this end the
J-furnace has been equiped for melt replenishment and work on throughput
is being tested under thermal conditions compatible with feeding.
4
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TABLE 1
SOME THROUGHPUT AND WIDTH RESULTS
Throughput rate	
Width	 Growth velocity
Run No.
	 cm2/min	 mm	 cm/min
J-163 21.7 32.5 6.75
J-164 20.0 34.9 5.74
RE-151 - 43.1 -
RE-156 19.6 39.1 5.0
J-165 - 40.5 -
J-173 22.0 32.8 6.7
J-180 - 40.1 -
J-181 - 42.1 -
J-182 - 44.3 -
J-189 16.6 36.0 4.5
J-192 18.7 36.0 5.2
J-195 21.5 35.8 6.0
J-196 27.1 35.7 7.6
J-200 15.8 47.2 3.3
J-212 16.5 32.9 5.0
J-213 16.6 32.0 5.2
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3.2.3 Experimental Configurations for Improved Thruput
The two principal experimental variables which affect web width
are the temperature profile in the melt and the temperature distribution
in the web in the first few cm above the growth interface. The former
determines how wide the crystal can grow.. The latter affects the stress
in the crystal, which if large will cause degeneration of crystal quality
by deformation and force termination of growth at widths smaller than the
potential width allowed by the melt profile. These temperature profiles
are controlled experimentally by slot geometries and shielding configura-
tions.
During Phases I and II of this program,considerable emphasis
was placed on the development of slot geometries which would provide
melt temperature profiles conducive to the growth of web crystals 5 to 6
cm wide. During Phase II it became clear that stress in the web width
at values below the capabilities of the melt.
profiles, and the stress problem was attacked by a combination of
thermal modeling and experiment. During Phase III, stress {luction
has been a major objective of the experimental efforts to improve throughput.
The regions in the growing web where the thermal environment
(temperature distribution) affect the stress levels in the web are shown
in Figure IS. The most critical region falls within the thermal domains
of the lid and top shields. Therefore, our approach to minimizing stress
has been to test the effects of variations in top shield configurations on
growth behavior. Variables include slot geometry, number of shields,
spacing between the shields and shield temperatures. A sampling of
variatioas tested is shown in Figure 16. Figure 16A shows a cross section
of the base line lid and shield configuration used in earlier experimentsl,L.
The top shielding consists of a thin molybdenum shield which is bent to
cover the top edge of the beveled lid slot below it. A 1.5 mm thick shield
is placed over both lid and intermediate shield. With this arrangement,
argon flow tubes parallel to the slot were needed to prevent silicon
monoxide from collecting on the lip of the bent shield. This arrangement
consistently produced 3.5 to ^.6cm wide web.
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Figure 15 The thermal environment around a growing web crystal..
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Figure 16 Lid/Shield configurations to control the vertical temperature
p rofil, in web crystals.
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The first variation to this configuration which we tested
was simply the addition of a second 1.5mm thick shield with the same
slot shape as the one below, figure 16B. This arrangement immediately
yielded increased web width to 4.0-4.2cm in both the J and RE furnaces.
Further experience with arrangement yielded wider crystals, to 4.7cm.
An additional benefit gained from this configuration is that the formed
or bent shield remained oxide-free without the use of the argon flow
tubes, thus simplifying the setup.
An obvious extension to this approach was to add a third thick
top shield as in Figure 16C. However, this configuration was unsuccessful;
free-floating silicon "ice" repeatly formed on the melt. We suspect
that the melt at the crucible wall was not quite hot enough to prevent
nucleation due to the flattened thermal profile in the liquid.
Another shield variation, shown in Figure 16D, comprised a
thin (0.5mm) shield laid atop the second thick shield. The purpose here
was to provide a colder view to the web just above the shield stack,
which the thermal modeling indicated to be favorable in terms of stress
reduction. A crystal width of 4.4cm was attained with this configuration
in one run and a thruput of 27.2cm 2 /min in another.
A drawback to the thin shield is that the shield became
warped with usage. This diminishes the day to day reproducibility for
the configuration and its utility in an engineering sense, although the
principle of operation for high output rate was demonstrated.
Based on these encouraging results, another approach was taken
to provide a colder top most shield. Ordinarly, the normal thick (1.5mm)
shield couples inductively and is heated in the same manner as the lid
and susceptor. In order to reduce this coupling effect, the periphery
of the shield was slitted, as shown in Figure 17. The reduction in
coupling to the shields is quite evident visually and is confirmed from
actual measurements of shield temperatures (see section 3.2.3).
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Figure 17 The J-181 lid and a slitted top shield designed to reduce
inductive coupling effects.
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A series of experiments utilizing; one or more slitted shields
with the J-181 lid configuration, (Figure 18) showed that very stable
growth conditions could be achieved with easy and reproducible growth
initiation at relatively high melt levels. This has positive implications
in terms of increasing growth velocity when coupled with melt level
maintenance via the replenishment system because of the higher radiative
heat losses at higher melt levels. however, in terms of width and
throughput the previous results were not equaled. The J-181 configuration
has overall been the most consistent performer in terms of width and
high thruput.
One further example of the magnitude of the effect of top
shield configuration on growth behavior can be noted with respect to the
disparate performances of configurations I: and F. Figu^ 16. The
difference between the two arrangements is that the two shields were
interchanged; the shield with the Larger set back is above in F and below
in F. Configuration E, (RI-1 Type shield arrangement) provides excellent
growth stability, whereas with configuration F the dendrites are very
non-uniform in thickness and spontaneous pullouts or extra dendrites occur
with excessive frequency.
A series of experiments was performed to test: the effects of
compressing the total height of the shield stack and thus the vertical
gradient by reducing the spacing between the shields, using the J-181
configuration plus a slitted top shield. Systematic compression of the
shield stack resulted in a progressive increase in oxide deposition on
the edge of the formed shield, to the point that the oxide accumulation
interferred with otherwise very stable growth. With close sps..ed
shield configurations the use of barrier type separators between the
shields (instead of washers) to inhibit gas flow between the shields
reduced the rata of ox td( depo ,It ion somewhat, Nit did not
extend the available growing time sufficiently to fully evaluate the
effects on growth behavior of close spaced shields.
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Figure 18	 The T-181 baseline lid and top shield configuration
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Recently, the J-furnace was modified for melt replenishment,
incorporating all the features successfully tested and utilized in the
RE-facility except the melt level sensor (which may be incorporated later).
The purpose is to grow web with high throughput geometries under conditions
which are 1) thermally compatible with and 2) may be improved by melt
replenishment.
3.2.4 Width Control
Control of the crystal width in dendritic web growth depends on
a balance between lateral heat loss from the bounding dendrites and the
temperature profile in the melt, as discussed in Appendix 9.3. The
importance of width control lies in the capability of growing very long
crystals of a width compatible with a specific device requirement.
Since most of the experimental effort in the present phase of the
contract has been targeted at maximizing ribbon width, only a small
effort has been expended on experiments with constant width growth,
especially since feasibility had been established in the previous phase
of the work.1
The earlier experiments with width control were carried out in
a small, round crucible geometry and taus the design could not be carried
over directly to the long crucible systems. The basic design criteria -
low lateral losses and a "dished" melt profile - were used to design
several lid/shield configurations. The experimental resulsts indicated
that the basic concept was correct and a number of crystals were grown
which approached a steady state width, but a true steady state was not
achieved. Some of the deficiencies of the present designs are becoming
evident and will be elimina;.:ed in future work.
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3.2.5 Growth System Characterization and Thermal Modeling for
Equipment Design
An important adjunct to the web growth studies themselves is
development of a data base characterizing specific system configurations
and analysis techniques to provide design guidance for future improve-
ments. Thus we recently have been evaluating and improving the
correlation between observed web growth behavior and the mathematical
models which describe the growth process. As noted earlier, qualitative
agreement between the computer simulation 1 and measurement has been
good but quantitative agreement is hindered because some parameters,
such as lid and shield temperatures, used in the model are known only
approximately. The purpose of the work described below is to give better
insight into the relationship between the imposed growth conditions
and the way web actually grows and to identify directions for improved
system design.
The first step toward developing system designs with enhanced
output rates is to evaluate just how well the model used for design
guidance actually describes the performance of a specific growth geometry.
To accomplish th3s­, actual temperatures at critical regions had to be
measured, and a suitable growth parameter to compare with the model had
to be identified.
The most important system parameters seem to be the temperature.
at the slot in the susceptor lid and the concomitant temperature of the
top susceptor shield. The choice of growth parameter is less direct.
The most appropriate data would be the temperature distribution along
a growing web. However, the task of measuring this profile with the
necessary accuracy in both temperature and position is formidable. A
relatively simple measurement, that of the ribbon thickness as a function
of velocity, provides a great deal of information, especially the
initial slope of the temperature distribution. The following subsections
describe these measurements as well as the validation of the thermal
model.
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3.2.5.1 8ystem Temperature Measurements
To provide data for the thermal modeling and lid design effort,
thermocouple measurements were made of the lid and the top shield
temperatures of a J181 configuration (see Figure l8) with the melt at
the "hold temperature". Small holes were drilled in the lid and shield
near one side of the mid position of the slot, such that the thermocouple
beads were centered in the thickness dimensions. The lid temperature was
measured with a Type B (Pt-30%Rh/Pt-6%Rh) couple with the bead inserted
deeply into the material; the Long "immersion depth" created by running
the leads between the lid and the first top shield would minimize
temperature measurement errors. The top shield temperature was measured
by a Type K (Chromel-Alumel) couple and in this case, the bead was
secured in the hole with an alum!.ia slurry cement to assure thermal
contact. The thermocouple outputs were fed into a data logger and
monitored until a steady state thermal situation was reached.
Two modifications of the J181 configuration were analyzed.
In the first configuration (baseline) the 1.5mm thick top shields were
solid and thus coupled to some extent with the induction field. In the
second modification, the periphery of the top shields was interrupted with
slits 12mm deep about lmm wide and spaced every 12tmn as in Figure 19
Section 3.2.5.2.The intent of this modification was to reduce the
inductive coupling to the shields, and this was successful as can be seen
from the data, Table 2. The data also show that the lid temperature is
relatively insensitive to coil height, while the top shield temperature
is more strongly affected. When these data were compared with the
temperatures previously used in the thermal modeling, it was found that
the measured lid temperature was about 30°K to 150°K hotter than had
been assumed on the. basis of a radiation equilibrium between the lid and
shields. Even in the case where the shields were slit, it appears that
the top shield is somewhat hotter than anticipated. This may be due in
part to conductive transport of heat through the gas and in part to some
residual heating by the induction field. In any case, apparently reliable
data is now available for use in thermal modeling.
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TASLL 2 LID AND SHIELD TEMPERATURES FOR J181 CONFIGURATIONS
Coil Position	 Shield Type
	
100.0 mm	 Solid
	
102.7
	
II
	105.0
	
It
	101.0
	
Slitted
Lid Temp., °C
1354.7
1351.3
1344.6
(open T.C.)
Top Shield Temp., °C
963.1
941.7
927.4
878.6
Note that in the coil position column, higher numbers mean a
lower coil position relative to the susceptor.
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3.2.5.2 Velocity-Thickness Measurements
The relation between the thickness of a web crystal and its
growth velocity is dependent on the rate at which the latent heat of
fusion can be removed from the growth front. As such, both the heat
loss to the supercooled liquid and the heat loss through the web itself
make a contribution so that the interpretation of measure velocity-
thickness (v-t) relation is not completely unambiguous. As will be
discussed later, however, the contribution from the supercooled melt
can be ascertained with reasonable exactness, so that the web contribution
can be extracted from the combined data.
Generation of the experimental v-t data is straightforward;
once growth is started, the pull speed on the crystal is varied
incrementally to provide segments of different thicknesses. The only
major caution is to allow 10 to 15 cm of growth at each speed in order
to reach steady state. If the twin planes do not grow out of the ribbon
as it thins, then the speed can be set at normal rate and growth continued.
There is, in fact, some suggestion that thinning the crystal may improve
its quality by eliminating dislocations.
The most convenient means of presenting velocity-thickness data
is to tabulate the coefficients a and b in the equation
v = a + b	 (1)
where t is the ribbon thickness. This empirical equation not only
proves to be an excellent fit to the experimental data but also, as
will be seen, is a very good representation of the modeling results.
Some representative data on crystals grown from the J181 type lid
configurations are given in Table 3. Several minor modifications of the
configuration are included and it is evident that there is very reasonable
reproducibility between crystals grown from the same configuration and
even among the different modifications. Rather than include the correlation
coefficient for the data, the root-mean-square deviation for the velocity,
S, is given in the table. In most cases S is about 0.01 to 0.05 cm/min
which is of the order of accuracy in determining the pull speed setting,
i.e about 1 division on the control dial.
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-TABLE 3 VELOCITY-THICKNESS DATA FOR J181 CONFIGURATIONS
Configuration AT a b S
Crystal (See Notes) °C cm/min um-cm/min cm/min REMARKS
J197-1 Std. 4.3 1.33 167 .019 Full (185 gm) crucible
J198-2 Nil 3.4 1.17 146 .028 8 gm removed b y growth
J199=1 Ml 5.0 1.17 154 .029 5 gm removed
J211-1 N12 3.6 1.17 150 .006 Full	 (185 gm) crucible
J211-5 M2 3.7 1.22 107 .02 45 gm removed by growth
Notes: The lid configuration are as follows
Std. - Identical to Figure 2.
M1 -	 Added thin shield placed directly on top of J181 (std)
top shield
M2 -	 Added heavy shield; top two shields slitted to reduce
coupling.
r;
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one particular data set is worth notice. Crystals J-211-1 and
J-211-5 were the first and last crystals grown is furnace run J-211.
Between the growth of the two crystals, about 45 gm of material had been
drawn from the melt causing the melt level to fall about 2mm. This
change in melt height is apparently reflected in the "b" coefficient
of Eq. 1.
3.2.5.3 Modeling the Performance of Lid/Shield Configuration
The approach we adopted for the modeling effort was to
establish a baseline calculation for the J181 growth configuration using
the measured lid and shield temperatures. The results of the calculations
were then compared with experimental data to evaluate the overall
validity of the model. As mentioned in the foregoing section, the
simplest data which can be used for this comparison is the relationship
between the web thickness and the growth velocity. In order to match
the empirical data ; two models must be evaluated: first, a calculation
of the heat loss to the meniscus and supercooled melt, and second, a
calculation of the heat dissipated from the crystal itself. For all
intents, these calculations are independent and the results can be
conveniently expressed as partial velocities, 
vmelt and vweb' with
°total - m + vw.
McYU,scuz Neat Lozb
The thermal model of the heat loss to the meniscus follows the
same approach as the model for the heat loss from the web as described
in appendix 6.5 of the 1978 annual report of this project. 3 For this
calculation, the most critical geometrical and thermal parameters are
the temperature of the susceptor lid near the growth slot, the effective
thickness of the lid itself, the width of the slot, the position of the
interface below the lid, and of course the melt undercooling.
Although the geometry of the J181 configuration is well defined,
a range of parameters were modeled to evaluate the sensitivity of the
melt partial velocity, m, to changes in the lid configuration. Although
the results must be nonlinear over an extended range of ribbon thickness,
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the calculations proved to be a very good fit to an equation analagous
to equation 1, namely
b
where the subscript, m, implies the coefficients apply to the melt
heat transfer.
The results of the current modeling, Table 4, are given in
terms of the coefficients am and bm
 in Eq. 2. The most striking feature of
these numbers is that they are relatively independent of the lid geometry
and are mainly dependent on the melt undercooling. Furthermore, comparison
with some earlier data showed that the coefficients were nearly the
same even though the geometrical factors were different. Thus, an almost
"universal" set of parameters am
 and bm can be used to represent the
partial velocity clue to the melt for both modeling purposes and for
analysis of experimental data.
Web Neat LoZA
The temperature distribution and concomitant heat fluxes were
calculated for the J-181 lid and shield configuration using the experimental
lid and shield temperatures in the model. The basic features of the model
are shown in Figure 19 in which the actual J181 configuration is compared
with the model parameters. Temperature/heat flux data was calculated
for three web thicknesses, 100, 150 and 250 pm in order to derive a
velocity-thickness curve. The three temperature curves were very nearly
the same except for a few millimeters near the interface. Again it was
found that 'tor the range of crystal thicknesses involved the data could
be represented well by an equation of the form.
b
vw = aw + t.	 (3)
where the subscript w implies the coefficients are for the web. A fit
to the data with a = 0.88 and b = 64 exhibited an rms deviation from
w	 w
linearity of 0.014 cm/min.
Ia
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TABLE 4
COEFFICIENTS FROM MELT PARTIAL VELOCITY CALCULATIONS
AT LIN LID SLOT am bm
°C mm mm mm cm/min um-cm/min
4 1 6 6 .32 75
4 1 10 6 .31 72
4 2 6 6 .31 74
4 2 10 6 .30 71
2 2 10 6 .19 41
6 2 10 6 .41 99
AT = melt undercooling
LIN = interface distance below lid
LID = effective lid thickness
SLOT = slot width
am ,bm= coefficients in v  = am+bmA
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J181 Thermal Model Configuration
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Combined Ruufts
Since the form of the velocity-thickness is the same for both
the melt and the web partial velocities, the like coefficients can be
summed to give the total velocity as illustrated in Figure 20. The
result can be expressed explicity as
(b+bw)
vt = (am + aw) +—m t
	
(4)
For the present modeling results, this gives
vt = 1.19 + lt7
	
(5)
where t is in pm and v is in cm/min.
The model results should be compared with the experimental
results given in Table 3. Omitting the data for J211-5, which
represents a melt lowered by several millimeters from the other cases,
the average coefficients are aexpt - 1.21 + .08 and bexpt = 154 + 9.
These numbers can be compared with the model results of a t= 1.19 and
bt
 = 139. The agreement is quite good, especially considering the
fac t
_ that the experimental data represents a (small) range of melt
heights and supercoolings. The present model is apparently a good
tool for predicting the velocity-thickness characteristics of new lid
designs and is being applied to guide the development of designs for
improved output rate performance.
3.3 Silicon Feedstock
With continuous melt replenishment being an important feature
of advanced dendritic web growth technology, careful consideration must
be given to the feedstock used in the process. Since the growing web
crystal apparently rejects solute to the melt with about the same
efficiency as a growing Czochralski crystal, there is good reason to
expect that less pure, or "solar grade" silicon can be used for web
growth technology. In this section, we will present some more recent
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Figure 20 Components of web velocity — thickness relationship
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information on the rejection of impurities in dendritic web growth as well
as some information on the use of laboratory samples of silicon prepared
by processes targeted at terrestrial solar cell technology.
3.:x.1 Theory of Segregation in Dendritic Web Growth
A simple theoretical model of solute segregation in dendritic
web growth has been published in the open literature, 
4 
and its
general features and conclusions can be reviewed briefly. The geometry
of the model is shown in Figure 21. where the liquid meniscus is
modeled as a long wedge of included angle 20. Liquid flow in the
meniscus is equated to the growth rate of the crystal, and the diffusion
of rejected impurity 3s calculated for the moving frame. Under conditions
of small segregation coefficient (ko < 10-3 ) and some stirring outside a
diffusion boundary layer, the solution to the diffusion problem becomes
k
eff 
No
 
= (1 + vtMsiml)	 (6)
where keff is the effective segregation coefficient, k  is the
equilibrium (or interface) segregation coefficient, v is the crystal
growth velocity, t is the crystal thickness, D is the solute
diffusivity in the liquid and 0 is the effective half angle of the wedge.
Since the true meniscus spreads more rapidly than a wedge, the effective
half angle is somewhat larger than the true contact angle of ll°; 20°
or more is probably a reasonable estimate. Depending on the parameters
of the specific solutes, the ratio of keff/k0 should be somewhere between
about 1.5 and 10; most of the available data to date shows that it is
more nearly unity than ten.
3.3.2 Measured solute Segregation Coefficients
Bono►. In the 1978-1979 Annual Report on this project, we
reported some preliminary data for the segregation coefficient of boron
in dendritic web growth' 	 During the past year additional data was
generated which changed the measured value of keff somewhat, but still
seemed to support the conclusion that keff for boron in dendritic web
growth is less than k  for boron as determined from Czochralski growth
experiments.
SQ
Figure 21 Simplified geometry for calculating solute diffusion in the
meniscus of a growing web.
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The technique used for the calculation of segregation
coefficients was the same as reported previously 	 with the exception
that a slightly more precise procedure was used for the four probe
resistivity measurements. With a number of samples, the probe
voltage was found to be illumination dependent, so that- the measurements
were made with the samples covered with a black cloth. In addition,
voltage measurements were obtained for several different currents and
the slope of the curve, dV/dT was used instead of the ratio V/T in
the resistivity calculations.
In addition to slightly improved measurement techniques, a
much larger data base was accumulated. As before, DopeSil pellets
were used to add specified amounts of boron to the silicon melt. The
doping pellets were obtained from a number of different lots and
presumably there could be a lot-to-lot variation in the actual boron
content as well as a pellet--to-pellet variation within a given lot.
The averaged segregation coefficients arranged by pellet lot number are
given in Table 5. The data would seem to indicate that the lot-to-lot
variation is insignificant compared with the pellet-to-pellet variation.
Further,the value of keff = .70 is closer to the accepted value of 0.8
than our preliminary value of 0.59.1
Pho,6pho=5 . Although most of the web crystals which have
been grown were doped with boron, four crystals were grown using
phosphorus doping (also in the form of DopeSil pellets). In this case,
the effective segregation coefficient was found to be Iteff(P) = .36+.02
compared with the commonly accepted value of It = 0.35. In calculating
the effective k-value from the resistivity data, a concentration dependent
mobility was derived from
u = 55.3 + 1332.92
N
	
1 + (N D/1.072x1017)'733
Trademark of Hemlock Semiconductor Co. (Dow Corning)
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9TABLE 5
MEASURED BORON SEGREGATION COEFFICIENTS FOR SILICON WEB GROWTH
Nominal Effective
Dopant Lot Boron Number of Resistivity Segregation
Number	 _- --__Content-- ----Samples--- ----Range------ --Coefficient---
WPD-006 2x1017 15 6.5-10.3 .72+.09
WPD-007 3x1017 12 1.7 -4.6 .67+.07
WPD-023	 2x1017	 7	 6.5-9.5	 .69+.12
WPD-026	 2x1017	 21	 5.9-10.5	 .72+.14
"Master Dope"
	
2	 4.3-4.4	 .68+.01
Grand Average	 .70+.03
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taken from the paper of Antoniadis et al.	 In addition, a correction
was made to the raw value of k to account for the effect of melt
depletion. On the basis of this data it would appear that the
effective segregation coefficient for phosphorus in dendritic web
growth is very nearly the same as the accepted equilibrium value.
Tha.m itton Meta&s. Any "solar grade silicon is likely to be
contaminated with metallic impurities from the transition element group.
Although no work was conducted on this problem under the present
contract, investigations were carried out at this laboratory as part of the
LSA Task I (Contract 954331), 5	and will be summarized here for
completeness.
Dendritic web crystals were grown from melts doped respectively
with 1.77x1O18cm 3 Ti, 1.5x1O18cm-3 V and 2x1O1Scm-3Mn. Additionally,
boron was added to the melt to give about 8 ohm-cm resistivity material
so that diagnostic solar cells could be fabricated. Tmpurity concen-
trations in the web crystals were determined from both the solar cell
performance and deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) measurements.
Since both techniques evaluate only the electrically active impurity
concnetrations, the total concentration was determined by using the ratio,
C 
elect /Ctotal' from previous work on Czochralski crystals.
Reasonably good results were obtained from the titanium and
vanadium doped crystals, however no DLTS data were obtained from the
manganese doped material and only the solar cell data could be used to
estimate the concentration. The final results can be summarized as
follows:
Titanium: k(web) = 4x1O -6 =2k(CZ)
Vanadium: k(web) = 1.7x1O -5 =4.2k(CZ)
Manganese: k(web) =	 =2.5k(CZ), approximately.
These values for the segregation coefficients are in good agreement with
model presented in Section 3.3.1, and suggest that the dendritic web
process is compatible with the use of solar grade silicon.
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3.3.3 Web Growth from Non-Semiconductor Grade Silicon
Although segregation coefficient measurements indicate that
the dendritic web process should be amenable to starting material other
than semiconductor grade silicon, direct evidence to corroborate this is important.
During the report period, two types of starting material were evaluated:
1. A potentially low cost silicon produced by the
Battelle Laboratories and,
2. Recycled dendrites which were removed from
web crystals both before and after they had been
processed into solar cells.
The economic implications of both these materials are significant.
In the first case, a possible low cost starting material was directly
evaluated for dendritic web growth, and in the second case the material
utilization efficiency of the process was evaluated.
Bat teUe S.iUco n. The material used in this growth experiment
was an early laboratory sample produced by the Battel o Memorial
Institute under an LSA Task I contract. The sample which we evaluated
was supplied to us by JPL through Dr. R. Kachare, the technical monitor
for the present contract. The fine granular character of the material
made it of particular interest since: it would be quite suitable for
melt replenishment applications as well as being of potentially low
cost.
The Battelle process utilizes the reduction of silicon
tetrachloride by zinc in a fluidized bed technique,and as a result
the material as received had a high concentration of zinc. Before
utiliztng the sample for web growth it was heated at about 1200°C
in argon for 6 hours to remove entrapped zinc; this was the only
pre-treatment. There was no difficulty with web growth from the melt,
and samples from the crystals were fabricated into solar cells (crystals
W180-1, -2, and -3). Boron doping was also added to melt to give
material with a resistivity of 12 ohm-cm based on the use of semi-
conductor grade silicon.
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The resulting web crystals had a resistivity of 0.25 ohm-cm
indicating that some p-type impurity (possibly zinc?) was initially present.
Nevertheless, the resulting solar cells, fabricated from crystal W180-1
and W180-3 had efficiencies of 8.9% and 9.0% respectively without AR
coating (estimated to be 12.6% and 12.8% had AR coatings been applied).
In summary, even this preliminary sample of a possible low cost
silicon can be fabricated into reasonably good solar cell material
by the dendritic web process.
Recycled dendxLta . One factor which reduces the material
utilization of dendritic web is the dendrites which remain attached to
the ribbon during the solar cell processing. These dendrites serve to
greatly strenghten the thin ribbons and permit relatively easy handling
of the material, but unquestionably reduce the "yield" of the growth
process. This yield could be increased if these dendrites were
recycled, and several experimental runs were made to demonstrate the
feasibility of the approach.
In the first experiment, dendrites were removed from
unprocessed web and used to make up a portion of a growth charge. The
dendrites were first given a light cleaning etch in HF-HNO 3-H2O and
then 18.4 gm were added to the usual semiconductor, grade silicon to make
up a total charge of 185 gm. Crystals grown in this run, J266 were
processed into solar cells which then showed an AM1 efficiency (uncoated)
of 9.8% (14% coated). The resistivity of the material was 5.7 ohm cm,
as expected from the boron dope added to the melt.
In the second experiment, dendrites were obtained from the
cell fabrication facility. These dendrites had coatings of aluminum
and copper from the metallization process as well as diffused layers
of aluminum and phosphorus doped silicon from the junction formation
steps. The cleaning was therefore a little more complex. The scrap
dendrites were first cleaned with hot HNO3 to remove the AR coating and
copper metallization and then with NaOH to remove the aluminum back metal.
Finally 3:1 HF:HNO 3
 was used to remove diffused surface layers of
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phosphorus and aluminum doped silicon. Again 18 gms of these reprocessed
dendrites were added to semiconductor grade silicon to make up a total
melt of 181 gms (Run J269). Samples from crystal 269-1 from this run
were processed into diagnostic solar cells which had an average uncoated
efficiency of 8.5% (ti 12.1 precoated).
These results indicate that the scrap dendrites from the solar
cell processing step could be recycled into the growth process if it
were cost effective to do so. The desirability of such an approach
would depend upon the identification of an appropriate recycling sequence
and . an economic analysis of such a sequence. The economics of recycling
dendrites are addressed in Section 4.2.
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3.4 Semi-automated Growth
A continuously maintained silicon melt level is the key
requirement for the semi-automated growth of dendritic web. Essentially
equilibrium thermal environment and growth conditions can be maintained
for long periods (many hours) when the melt level is fixed. The equip-
ment to provide a continuously maintained melt level has been designed,
built and operated in this reporting year. The two major components of
this system have already been described in section 3.2 of this report.
These are the laser based melt level sensing system (Figure 6) and the
melt replenishment system which is a motor driven pellet feeder and a
tube delivery system which guides the pellets into the replenishment
compartment of the crucible. A batch feeder has also been assembled
(Figure 3) which serves as a reservoir of pellets to reload the motor
driven feeder. These elements in combination with the compartmented
crucible provide a feed, sensing, and crystal growth function concurrently.
Each of the elements has been operated independently and it
requires an appropriate circuit to close the loop and use the output
of the laser/sensor component to control the rate of feed of pellets into
the melt. This element then provides closed loop control of the melt
level during web crystal growth. A photograph of this element is shown
in Figure 22. The system was installed and operational testing begun
near the end of this reporting year.
A block diagram of the closed loop system 'eveloped to
continuously maintain a fixed silicon melt level during web growth is
shown in Figure 23. This loop utilizes a two milliwatt helium-neon
laser mounted such that the coherent beam of light reflects from the melt
to strike a solid state position detector. A bandpass filter and a
focussing lens are used to improve the signal to noise ratio and consequently
to provide a useful electrical output signal. The signal is subsequently
amplified and conditioned to provide suitable level and zero reference.
It is then fed to a voltage sensing relay which, in effect, differentiates
between melt levels slightly (ti .lmm) above or below the intended level.
Hence a dual speed motor control circuit operates a motor driven polysilicon
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feeder at selected pellet feed rates either appreciably greater than or
less than a rate sufficient to maintain malt level equilibrium while
silicon is being removed in the form of growing web ribbon. This loop
is capable of maintaining the melt level within ti.lmm, indefinitely
during web growth. During initial testing, 3 1/2 hours of closed-loop
constant-melt-level semi-automatic web growth have been attained.
3.5 Material Evaluation
Material grown during the period has been evaluated in a variety
of ways. Generally, all large crystals were electrically characterized
by measuring resistivity and by evaluating the performance of diagnostic
solar cells fabricated from each crystal. In other instances, residual
stress was measured on representative crystals from new lid configurations.
Additionally, thickness-velocity data were taken as necessary to evaluate
the lid performance as discussed in Section 3.2.3.
3.5.1 Solar Cell Characteristics
Since the ultimate utilization of the dendritic web material
is in the fabrication of solar cells, the characteristics of diagnostic
solar cells provide an operational evaluation of the crystals. In the
present program, all of the ribbons large enough to be useful in solar
cell experiments were characterized by fabricating 1x1 em diagnostic
solar cells. A detailed description of the cell processing procedure
was given in the previous Annual Report 	 but can be briefly summarized
here. The blanks are first cleaned to remove any surface oxide and then
diffused in BBr 3 to produce a back surface field region, and then in
Pock  to form the front junction. The contact grid pattern is then
evaporated through a photoresist mask and silver plated to build up the
finger thickness. Finally, a .400x.400 in. square mesa is etched on the
front junction to give a 1.032cm2 cell. All processing and measurements
are done with the dendrites attached to the blanks.
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The cells are 1.ested using a quartz-halogen lamp to simulate
an AM1 spectrum with a power density of 91.6 mW/cm 2 . Five voltage-current
points are measured on each cell, and the data used to derive the
parameters Io , N and R in the equation
I = ISC+Io (1-exr!V+IP) /Vth)
where ISC is the short circuit current, 'V and I are the terminal voltage
and current, and Vth = kT/q. The maximum power point is then calculated
from this equation to give the efficiency and fill factor. All measurements
are made without any antireflection coating on the cells in order to
ru-- ove that variable from the data.
In order to convert the efficiency without an antireflective
coatirv^ to the efficiency with one, a factor of 1.43 can be used for the
coatings usually prepared in this laboratory. The validity of this
factor can be seen from Figure 24 which plots the measured efficiency o{
16x40 rr;m solar cells with an AR coating against the data for 10x10 mm
diagnostic cells from the same crystals converted by use of the factor.
Although the data area somewhat scattered about the 1:1 line, the
general agreement is very good and in fact the center of weight appears
to be slightly above the line. Not only does the data suggest that the
data obtained from the 10x10 mm cells is a fair measure of the performance
to be expected from larger devices, but also that 1.43 is the appropriate
factor.
The cell data for about 190 crystals are given in Appendix
9.2; each crystal entry represents the average values for four cells.
Most of the entires in the table are self explanatory, however the WEB
QUAL column gives the processing run in which the cells were fabricated,
and the entry CP in the NOTES column indicates that the wafers had a
slight chemical polish before fabrication. Similarly, SINTER indicates
that the metallization was given special sintering treatment in order
to reduce the series resistances of the cells.
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Figure 24	 Comparison of cell efficiency for 16x40 mm and 10x10 mir,
solar cells made on the same web crystals.
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In some instances, the crystal number has the letters STD
appended to it; this designation indicates that this material was used
as a standard material which was included in a number of processing runs
to evaluate the fabrication. Generally, the characteristics of these
standard samples were very eonsistant from run to run, however in some
instances, the characteristics changed drastically indicating a processing
pr.oblem. In such cases, the samples had to be reprocessed and in such
instances, the cell characteristics always improved indicating the
validity of the standard web data.
Within the cell data, some of the results have particular interest.
For example, furnace run W180 was made using the Battelle silicon as an
example of potentially low cost solar material. The cell characteristics
of W180-1.3 and -3.7 indicate that uncoated efficiencies of about 9%
(anticipated AR efficiencies of about 13%) can be achieved with this
material:
Another group of cell data of interest is tho
group of WA crystals between WA7 and WA20. These cells have an average
uncoated effi"iency of about 8.5% and OCD lifetimes of about 2 Iis.
During this period of growth runs, this furnace was plagued with sporadic
deposits of a black "fuzz" which analysis showed to be primarily
molybdenum. Analysis of the web material showed that indeed there was
a relatively large surface "skin" of molydenum on the crystals which is
reflected in the poor cell performance. Subsequently, several leaks
were found in the system and when these were corrected and an improved
start-up procedure was iC.tiated, then the cell performance improved
as shown by cells from runs WA51 through WA68.
Still another group of cell data of note is associated with
crystals RE258-1 through -6. These crystals were grown in a long run
during which the melt was continuously replenished. The cell averages
for the six crystals were all 9% or better indicating that excellent efficiency
was maintained during feeding process. Further, the resistivity of the
material monotonically increased as would be expected from the fact that
undoped, semic- iuctor grade silicon was used as the replenishment
material.
r,
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3.5.2 Structure Studies
only a relatively small effort was spent on structure studies
during the period, however several interesting results were obtained with
regard to both the seed perfection and the etch pit density in web
crystals.
Dendti.te. Seed Studies
In some instances, it has been found that web crystal growth
is difficult to initiate, but that the problem is solved by removing a
short length of seed. In other instances, a crystal has poor structure
from the start. Both of these conditions suggested that the seed itself
may be faulty, and some studies were conducted of the twin configuration
in a number of seeds. Two techniques were employed: fractographic,
in which the seed was carefully broken to reveal the twin planes,and a
standord metallurgical polish and etch process.
In a large majority of the cases, there were no discernable
differences between the twin structures of the seed, even though they
were grown at different times in different furnaces. In the larger
sense, the twin structure of seed used in the present program has been
propagated throughout the program. In a few instances, however, structural
faults were found which could adversely affect web growth. Sometimes,
these defects appeared to be an extra twin lamella or the failure of a
twin lamella to propagate completely across the width of the seed. In
one instance, Figure 25, a twin on another (111) system was observed.
Fortunately, these degraded twin structures are quite rare
and are characterized by difficulties in the seeding phase of growth.
The cure to the problems are thus both quick and easy-either
remove a portion of an already mounted seed,or at worst, substitute a new
seed for the defective one.
N.6,eocatio,t StudLn
The present dislocation etch pit studies are a continuation of
the wor., reporter' in Section 3.4.3 of the previous Annual Report. I 	 The
same preparation :Jlj Sirtl etching process was used to reveal the dislocation
etch pits and a similar but improved automatic counting technique was used to
determine the etch pit density.
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Figure 25	 Seed #1 - Twin structure at 800X
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Generally, the present results confirmed the earlier conclusions;
the etch pit density, particularly the value at the central maximum if
one existed, was directly related to the residual stress in the crystal
measured in a strip adjacent to the etched sample. A new feature was
observed, hoc•Tever, when etch pit counts were made on both the front and
the back of the same sample. Again, generally the etch pit counts were
similar, if not identical, on both sides of the sample, but in some
instances there was a dramatic difference. Such a situation is
illustrated in Figures 26a and 26b for a sample from crystal W181-1.3.
One side of the crystal is almost dislocation free, while the other side
2
shows a central maximum of about 150 counts (1 count = 250 pits/cm ).
The residual stress measured on the adjacent material was -2.5+3.1 Mdyn/cm2,
essentially zero, which would be consistent with the very low dislocation
density observed onside B. This would suggest that the high central
peak on side A may have been due to a twin plane fault rather than to a
stress induced plastic deformation. A more thorough study of some of
these crystalline defects should be conducted with regard to their
effect on very high efficiency solar cells, but is not in the scope of
this program.
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3.6 Hardware Improvements
In addition to the specific improvements to growth furnaces
as discussed earlier,, other more general improvements have been performed.
These developments are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Luring the past year two web growth furnaces of improved
design have been placed in service and each have been used in the
performance of this program. These furnaces were built at Westinghouse
expense and represent an interim design having some cost advantage
over the prev;.ous design. They do not represent the ultimate in web
cost effectiveness but rather an interim design, A photograph of these
furnaces is shown in Figure 27.
The design of a newer and further improved web growth furnace
is now in progress and will be completed in the next quarter of this
program. The major improvement of this design is that it will have the
functional features of the growth conditions included in the SAMICS-IPEG
economic projection for the silicon web process.
A solid state high frequency generator circuit developed under
Westinghouse funding was evaluated as a possible power source for
induction heating in silicon web growth. The intent of this evaluation
was limited to determining the technical capability of the generator
in web growth application. The generator, in a breadboard version
prepared for this evaluation, was found to perform well in all respects
during actual web growth. 	 The generator is comparatively small in
physical size and can be mounted on a standard 19 inch wide rack panel.
Although no actual costing of the generator was performed, rough
estimates indicated that the cost would at worst be competitive and
possibly would provide as substantial cost reduction compared with a
motor generator. A photograph of the breadboard version of the generator
used in our test is shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 27	 Improved Design Web Furnaces
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4. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS UPDATE
The original version of the economic analysis  of the silicon
web growth process was updated in several respects during this contract
year.
4.1 Capital Equipment Cost Sensitivity
The total wafer cost for any sheet process comprises the costs
for polysilicon and the value-added cost of processing the polysilicon into
wafer form. The SAi!ICS/IPEG economic analysis accumulates all of the
value-added costs within five categories. The categories are: capital
equipment, floor space, direct labor, materials, and utilities. The
SAMICS/IPEG analysis for silicon web  projects that the total wafer
cost will be 17.3 cents per peak watt in 1980 dollars. This analysis
assumes that the long range technical goals of the process will be met
or surpassed and that the DOE/JPL 1986 polysilicon price goal of $14/kg
(1980$) will be met. The analysis further indicates that the cost
attributable to capital equipment is 4.6(,/Wpk, or 26.8% of the total
wafer cost. The capital cost is thus not a dominant factor. In the
event that the capital cost were to be increased by one half beyond the
assumed figure the wafer cost would increase to 19.6(,/Wpk. Furthermore,
if the capital cost were to double the amount used in the economic analysis
the wafer cost would increase to only 21.9(,/Wpk, which is appreciably
below the DOE/JPL 1986 wafer goal of 22.4(,/Wpk.
4.2 Cost Effects of Dendrites
Although the economic impact of dendrites in web growth is
small (see below), options are open with respect to their reuse. These
options and their economic merit are discussed in the following cases.
All costs are shown in 1980 dollars.
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Cade 1 - DenA.Ue^s Not Satvaged
General Assumptions:
Area rate of growth - 25cm2/min
Thickness of web - 6mils (150pm)
Width of usable web - 2 inches (5cm)
Polysilicon price - $14/Kg (1980$)
Cell efficiency - 15% AM1
Growth cycle period - 3 days
Dendrite dimensions:
.006"
	
.027" 2.0001,
	 050
I Tsed for
`	 Solar Cells
DENDRITR3 AND
VIEB NOT USED IN CELL
FABRICATION
The total cross sectional area of the dendrites and unused web is seen
to be (2.050x.006) + (2x.050x.027) = .0033in2 . Also, the area of the
web used for solar cells is (2.000x.006) = .0121n 2 . Thus, if dendrite
and unused web area are not salvaged an additional amount of polysilicon,
will be required. The total cost of web then becomes:
^J
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Cost of polysilicon actually used for solar cells per
SAMICS-IPEG1 =	 .0386$/Wpk
Cost of unsalvaged web and dendrites
(27.5% of .0386) -	 .0106
Value-added wafer cost per SAMICS-IPEG 	 .1330
(cost of converting polysilicon to web)
Total combined polysilicon and wafer cost =	 .1822
ti 18.24/Wpk
(DOE/JPL 1986 goal =	 22 .44/Wpk)
Caze 11 - Dendkt-t.ens Salvaged Be^one Ce22 Fabtication (Retmned to Melt)
General Assumptions:same as Case I
In this case essentially no silicon is lost because the
dendrites and un-used web are returned to the melt. Before the dendrites
and un-used web are returned to the melt a light cleaning etch is
required. Because the -etch is very light essentially no silicon is lost.
The cost of the etch can be determined from the ecoi,omic analysis prepared
under DOE /JPL contract 954873 which was for Phase II of the Array
Automated Assembly Task for the Low Cost Solar Array. In that analysis
a cost was determined for cleaning web for solar cell fabrication. A
portion of that cleaning, the etching, was found to be suitable for
cleaning dendrites for return to the melt. Using the etching portion
of that cost and correcting for the different dimensions an etching cost
for dendrites and un-used web is found to be .0011$ /Wpk. The total cost
for web then becomes:
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Cost of polysilicon used for solar cells,
(same as Case I)	 = .0386$/Wpk
Cost of cleaning dendrites and un-used web	 - .0011
Value-added wafer cost
'(same as Case I)	 = .1330
Total combined polysilicon
and wafer cost	 = .1727
r
,, 17.3 /Wpk
(DOE/JPL 1986 goal= 22.WWpk)
Caise III - Dendk tes Satvaged a4teA CeU FaM i.eation (ketuAned to me.P.t)
General assumptions: same as for Case I and Case IT.
Dendrites and un-used web must have the metals from cell
fabrication removed before remelting. Additionally, some of the silicon
must be removed in order to eliminate impurities diffused and/or alloyed
into the dendrites and un-used web. Thus,the cost of salvaging the
dendrites and un-used web will include two separate etches and a loss
of silicon through etching which we estimate at 25%. Again using economic
data from DOE/JPL contract 954873 and correcting for the area involved,
a cleaning cost of .0023$/Wpk is obtained. The cost of silicon lost
through etching will be 25% of that lost in Case I, or .25x.0106 = .0026$/Wpk.
The total cost of web then becomes:
Cost of polysilicon used for solar cells
(same as Case I and Case II) 	 _ .0386$/Wpk
Cost to clean dendrites and un-used web
for return to melt 	 = .0023
Cost of polysilicon lost via etching	 = .0026
Value-added wafer cost (same as Case I and
Case II)	 = .1330
= .1.765$/Wpk
ru
Total combined polysilicon and wafer cost	 ti 17.7G/Wpk
(DOE/JPL 1986 goal	 = 22.4 0Wpk)
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Compah ikon o6 the knee Caseb
Comparison of the three cases indicates that a small cost
advantage can be attained by salvaging dendrites and un-used web. Case
II ziay not be attainable since the development of solar cell fabrication
techniques has concentrated on fabrication with the dendrites attac',ed
for handling purposes„ The cost effect of cell fabrication without
dendrites would have to be taken into account if Case II were to be
considered for commercial use. While Case III is less economically
attractive than Case II it is cheaper than Case I and has the advantage
that developed solar cell fabrication techniques are not altered. Web
has been grown under the conditions of Cases II and III without any
change of growth behavior as compared to Case I.
4.3 Cost Sensitivity of Melt Replenished Growth Period
Economic analysis indicates a melt replenished growth period
of the order of two days is necessary to satisfy the DOE/JPL 1986 cost
goal for silicon wafers. I The dependence of the time len gth of the
growth period. Figure 29, also shows that the cost improvement diminishes
rap idly as the growth period extends bevond a period of three days.
Note that the growth cycle consists, in all cases, of seven hours of
nongrowth time which is required for such activities as furnace loading,
heat-up, start of growth, cool-down and cleaning. Thus, for example,
the actual time available for growth in a one day cycle is 24-7 = 17 hours.
The growth period of a two day cycle would be 41 hours.
Including the key assumptions for this analysis, 25cm2/min
throughput rate and $14/kg polysilicon price, the economic analysis
predicts that the silicon web process can produce wafers at a cost
substantially below the DOE/JPL 1986 goal when a three day growth
cycle is used.
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4.4 Summary
Capital equipment cost was shown to be comparatively insensitive
as related to the 1986 cost since it comprises only 4.6 cents per peak
watt as projected by the economic analysis. In the very unlikely event
that actual capital cost were to double the projected amount,the
resulting wafer cost would nevertheless be expected to fall below the
1986 DOE/JPL goal.
Three options considered for dendrites shuw that a small but
significant cost advantage can be attained by recycling dendrites by
either of two options. The less advantageous of the recycling options,
Case III, may in the broader sense be the more desirable. For Case III
the cell fabrication activity may profit considerably as compared to
CAse II by having the dendrites in place for added structural strength
during fabrication.
Economic analysis projects that a web gror^th cycle of almost
two days is required in order to satisfy the DOE/JPL 1986 cost goal.
It is further shown that the projected three day growth cycle will
result in a wafer cost well below the 1986 goal.
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5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Summary and Conclusions
5.1.1 Melt Replenishment
Summary of Work in Phase III
0 Manually controlled one-day growth cycle demonstrated.
0 Cells of web grown during one-day cycle show excellent
efficiency.
0 Pellet feeder design improved.
0 Batch feeder added to pellet feeder to allow longer
period of growth.
0	 Improved crucible barrier for reliable melt distribution.
• Melt level sensor installed and operating.
0 Adjustable thermal shields added to provide dynamic
thermal trimming.
0 2nd web growth furnace converted to melt replenishment.
Conclusions
The development of new hardware for melt replenishment is
complete. Refinement of the hardware and thermal environment is
continuing in order to improve growth conditions during melt replenishment.
The demonstrated one day growth cycle is within a factor of two of the
minimum requirement necessary to satisfy the Phase III goal.
5.1.2 Throughput Rate
Summary of Work in Phase III
0 Throughput rate of 27cm2 /min demonstrated.
0 Hig% cell efficiency demonstrated with web grown at high
throughput rate.
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Conclusions
The throughput rate goal of 25cm2 /min has been exceeded (27cm2/min).
Also, the quality of high throughput rate web has been verified by the
preparation of high efficiency (ti 13% AM1) solar cells. Routine and
continuous growth at high throughput requires routine melt replenishment.
Refinement of the growth conditions during melt replenishment has begun as
melt replenishment is now a reproducible operation.
5.1.3 SJ..iir_on Feedstock
Summary of Work in Phase III
• Web grown from solar grade (Battelle) polysilicon. Solar
cells from this web have demonstrated high efficiency.
• Dendrites removed from web have been re-melted and grown
into new web. Web grown from re-melted dendrites produced
solar cells of high efficiency.
('.nnrrincinna
The web growth process has demonstrated acceptance of one type
(Battelle) of low cost polysilicon.
	
Web was grown from this material
(pre-treated) without any growth difficulty and was found to produce high
quality solar cells ( ti 13%). Also, no loss of efficiency occurred when
solar cells were prepared from web grown from melts which contained
cleaned and re-melted dendrites salvaged from web crystals. The web
growth process is comparatively insensitive to melt impurities and
rejects impurities similar to the Czochralski growth process.
5.1.4 Economic Analysis Update
Summary of Work in Phase III
• Two-day growth cycle shown to satisfy the program economic
goal. A three-day cycle is optimum; a longer cycle provides
minimum added benefit.
• The capital cost of the growth equipment is not dominant.
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• A minor cost advantage can be attained by re-melting
dendrites.
Conclusions
The economic analysis which was prepared earlier in this
program was refined and updated in some respects. These changes did
not alter the original analysis but instead more accurately defined
the cost sensitivities of the length of growth cycle and the capital
cost of the equipment. A1so,the cost effectiveness of recovering
dendrites was identified and shown to offer a significant but small
economic advantage.
5.1.5 Semi-Automatic Web Growth
Summary of Work in Phase III
• Closed loop system for control of melt replenishment
installed and operating.
• Semi-automatic web growth demonstrated for 3 1/2 hours.
Onnnl it a q n" (2
The closed loop system was installed as this reportin g* period
ended. Initial operation has shown that the system perfoi-ms as intended
and semi-automatic web growth for up to 3 1/2 hours has been demonstrated.
5.1.6 Web Growth Equipment
Summary of Work in Phase III - In addition to the apparatus
changes listed in sections 7.1.1 through 7.1.5 the following substantial
progress was made:
• Two new Westinghouse web growth furnaces of improved design
were built and operated.
• A compact solid state 10 kHz generator of unique design was
evaluated and found technically suitable for web growth.
('.nnn1ncinnc
Two new Westinghouse furnaces of -...•.-anced design were built
and placed in operation on behalf of this program. A Westinghouse
developed solid state 10 kHz generator was found to be technically
r.
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suitable for web growth. Although no detailed cost analysis for the
generator was prepared,, a rough analysis of the cost indicates that the
expected cost may be competitive with conventional 10 kHz generators.
5.2 Future Work
5.2.1 Planned During Remainder of Phase III (Through 7/23/80)
Work performed through the conclusion of Phase III will
concentrate on experimental semi-automatic web growth runs with emphasis
on increased length of growth time and throughput rate.
5.2.2 Recommended After the Conclusion of Phase III
The primary goal should be to design, build, and demonstrate
the operation of a new web growth furnace having the functional features,
performance and low cost identified in Phase III of the present program.
This should lead to a successful demonstration of technology readiness
for the web process. A second major recommended goal is to develop
and demonstrate higher throughput to the range of 30 to 35cm2/minute.
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6. NEW TECHNOLOGY
1. Method for continuous melt replenishment during silicon
web growth.
2. Method for silicon melt level sensing.
3. Method for controlling temperature gradients in the
susceptor, crucible and melt during dendritic web
growth.
4. Barrier for use in melt replenishment for silicon web
growth.
^i
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9. APPENDICES
9.1 Growth Run Summary-Report Period April 1979-April 1980.
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APPENDIX 2
9.2 Average Solar Cell Data on Web	 stals
to April 1980)
The tables in this appendix give the averaged solar cell
performance for cells fabricated from the crystals listed. Each entry
^-i the table represents the average value for approximately four cells.
Measurement conditions were a s:,rmlation of AMI illumination at a power
density of 91.6 mW/cm2 as determined by a standardized solar cell. The
cells were nominally 10x10 mm square (actual area 1.032 cm 2), and had an
active area of about 92.5%. The cell efficiency reported is for a
device WITHOUT an antireflective coating; experience with Ti02-Si02
coatings indicates that an average increase in efficiency by a factor
of 1.43 occurs.
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CRYSTAL WEB THICK RHO ISC VOC FF EFF OCD	 NOTES
NUMBER QUAL MIC-M OHM-CM MA VOLT % MIC-S
J10-3.3 WQ29 255 8*5 19.63 .511 .719 7.64 196
J133-1 * 6 WQ28 200 7*4 19.18 * 510 .724 7.49 1.2
J134-305 WQ28 190 7.6 17.80 .516 .733 7.12 104
J135-30 WQ29 210 7.5 20970 9528 •753 8.79 4*0
J164-1 * 3 WQ28 270 905 20.28 9527 •764 8.64 2*5
J164-2 * 4 WQ29 200 8*8 1900 .524 .744 8.11 2*7
J168-3 * 3 WQ28 220 792 20*78 .533 .778 9.11 505
J173-3 * 4 WQ29 180 10.3 20928 9522 .740 8928 3.0
J176-2 * 6 WQ30 300 7.95 21.08 9534 .752 8.95 6.5
J180-2 * 3 WQ56 320 795 21.65 9519 .760 94,03 298
J180-2 * 5 WQ49 320 7.5 20.93 .518 .722 8028 2*0
J181-2o4 WQ35 220 1*3 21.70 0555 .755 9.61 1101
JIBI-294 WQ49 220 8*3 20.93 .522 .754 8 * 70 2.3
J181-3 * 3 W056 225 1096 21910 9517 9749 8965 2.1
J182-1 * 3 WQ36 365 7.78 21.60 9526 9737 8.85 30
J182-2 * 3 WQ56 190 8*3 20.43 9499 .732 7.89 1.3
J182-2 * 4 WQ31 191 8*3 18.40 9503 .728 7913 *9
J182-2.8 WQ31 309 8*3 19.30 .495 9724 7.32 197
J183-1 * 2 WQ56 275 804 21.42 .517 .749 8.76 394
J183-2 * 1 WQ31 256 8*3 19923 .511 .740 7.69 104
J183-2 * 4 WQ31 308 893 19.78 .523 9743 8 * 13 2*4
J184-3 * 4 WQ49 2 4 5 7*5 21.60 * 535 .723 8 * 85 2*8
J185-1 * 2 WQ56 320 804 20*92 * 506 9736 8.24 1*9
J185-1 * 3 WQ33 320 8.4 22*60 * 522 9695 8 * 65 4*8
J185-2 * 2 WQ56 205 7.95 21.15 * 524 *757 8.87 2.3
J185-2 * 4 WQ33 200 8*0 22*30 * 506 *712 8.50 3*3
J187-2 * 3 WQ33 290 3*1 21.75 * 547 * 750 9 * 43 4*6
J187-3	 STD WQ54 205 299 20.97 * 553 *768 9.43 2*3	 CP
J187-3	 STD WQ55 210 2.9 20*80 * 550 *765 9.25 3*0
J187-3	 STD WQ56 205 2*9 21*30 .544 *768 9.40 2*8
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BCRYSTAL WEB THICK RHO ISC VOC FF EFF OCD	 NOTES
NUMBER QUAL MIC-M OHM-CM MA VOLT % MIC-5
J187-35TD WQ53 190 2.9 20.90 .550 9759 9.22 299
J187-3STD WQ57 190 2.9 21.32 .546 .762 9.38 2.4
J187-3.4 WQ33 200 299 22.05 9555 .750 9.70 498
J189-195 WQ33 260 8.4 21948 .506 .710 8916 292
J189-292 WQ56 255 8.1 20.40 .512 .747 B.25 its
J190-193 WQ33 220 299 18.15 0486 .713 6.56 100
J190-103 WQ44 230 2.9 21975 0571 9780 10.24 7.3
J191-293 WQ35 250 8.9 21.60 .526 .737 8.85 298
J194-394 WQ35 192 12.4 21997 9543 •748 9.44 10.6
J195-294 WQ56 250 997 20.70 9515 0755 B.51 2.3
1191-2.4 WQ56 160 10.2 21925 9517 .749 8.70 390
J196-296 WQ49 155 I0.2 20.67 .510 9731 8915 1.7
J197-292 W036 235 1043 20975 9558 9723 8985 294
J198-295 WQ38 244 1.48 20.73 9556 .760 9926 291
J202-395 WQ37 256 896 21,,23 .531 9769 9.18 391
J203-295 WQ37 200 1199 20.85 9522 9757 8.70 207
J203-2911 WQ37 206 1099 19983 .506 .730 7.74 2.1
J204-195 WQ37 289 11.5 20.55 9517 .759 8954 2.2
J204-2.5 W'Q37 211 12.2 20923 0504 9717 7973 192
J205-3.3 WQ38 260 1960 18908 9523 9753 7953 .e
J208-1.4 WQ41 234 9055 22.'b0 9528 .743 9.32 591
J209-2.4 WQ41 205 3.09 20.10 .535 .747 8950 99
J210-3.6 WQ41 120 8928 20985 .521 9737 8947 09
J212-295 WQ45 135 8947 20918 9532 9759 8961 290
J212-3.4 WQ56 140 8.5 20925 .509 .741 8.08 1.1
J213-392 WQ55 220 3.2 20.17 .535 9761 8968 109
J213-3.2 WQ57 220 3.2 20.80 .530 97f>B 8.84 1.6
J216-193 WQ55 233 2.9 20.33 .530 9759 8965 291
J216-293 WQ47 190 4.4 20.40 9525 9738 8 .37 2.0
J220-294 WQ49 220 304 20988 .537 9759 8.99 298
,
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i
CRYSTAL, WEB THICK RHO ISC VOC FF EFF OCD	 NOTES
NUMBER QUAL MIC-M OHM-CM MA VOLT % MIC-S
J220-304 WQ47 140 304 19.10 0512 o642 6.6 14 08
J223-303 WQ45 188 908 20053 .529 o732 8040 200
J223-4o6 WQ45 119 10054 20060 0529 0763 8079 202
J224-103 WQ47 300 903 17037 9456 .682 5.71 97
J224-2o'• WQ47 175 1003 17045 o450 0688 5970 08
J245-1-4 WQ47 300 8038 20015 .515 0735 8.07 101
J248-202 W050 250 1101 20015 0511 0739 8.05 1.4
J248-202 WQ55 265 7032 20.60 o531 0758 8977 2.8
J250-404 WQ49 205 809 22016 •551 0765 9088 10.5
J252-2.5 WQ50 215 506 21.25 0555 0766 9054 690
J256-203 WQ50 205 16o8 21.60 .552 .745 9.39 1405
J256-503 WQ50 195 16.4 21053 -545 •756 9037 1102
J257-2.5 W050 205 2206 21.65 .540 .756 9034 1093
J263-402 WQ57 210 6.8 21.40 -529 •756 9.04 303
J266-102 WQ57 170 5.7 22020 054.3 9771 4982 507
J267-102 WQ53 210 7,447 19.98 9503 0726 7072 lo3
J267-192 WQ55 255 7.5 19.62 0499 0729 7056 192
J267-201 WQ55 205 696 18082 -487 0728 7906 100
J267-2o2 WQ53 210 6058 19015 o488 .715 7.06 100
J268-101 WQ55 290 705 21020 0530 0764 9908 402
J268-102 WQ53 330 7.48 21.18 0529 o765 9007 303
J269-1 WQ53 275 7.99 21000 .523 0732 8.50 390	 +DENDRITES
RE12-3o1STD WQ25 300 1605 21.18 9518 •732 8049 800
RE12-391STD W026 300 16.5 22.30 9536 9753 9o53 2006
RE54-1o2STD WQ25 227 2307 21.08 0518 0719 8.30 900
RE54-1o2STD WQ27 230 2307 21008 0546 0723 8080 1990
RE54-1o2STD WQ28 230 23o7 21.93 0543 .741 9033 18o4
RE54-1.2STD WQ29 230 23*7 21.38 0520 0727 8.55 7.4
RE54-1o2STD W030 217 23-7 21025 .536 0727 8075 19.6
RE56-3STD WQ30 210 1409 21027 o537 0724 8.64 1101
r
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ICRYSTAL WEB THICK RHO ISC VOC FF EFF OCD NOTES
NUMBER QUAL MIC-M OHM-CM MA VOLT % MIC-S
RE56-3STD WQ31 200 14.9 21.95 0558 .753 9.74 2397
RE56-3STD WQ33 220 1499 23080 0566 0731 10040 2800
RE56-3STD WQ34 206 1409 22018 0536 0758 9054 1109
RE56	 3STD WQ35 202 1408 23008 0561 0749 10025 3205
RE56-3STD W036 210 1408 23.47 0555 0726 9099 2308
RE89-20 WQ55 135 1907 20095 0529 0741 8069 403
RE91-2@3• WQ39 216 7001 22913 0563 0760 10,,02 1300
RE91-203 WQ55 200 700 20095 0541 0766 9020 505
RE91-392 WQ55 190 7.9 20045 0536 0764 8087 309
RE96-3,1 WQ55 180 1608 21012 * 524 0754 8@83 6o3
RE108-303 WQ39 255 9@36 20,65 4,533 * 745 8@66 3*4
RE116-6:3 WQ27 190 705 19.25 0528 0736 74,91 14,7
RE123-505 WQ29 205 905 20.73 0528 @732 8047 4*1
RE126-3*3E WQ58 280 605 22@05 0539 9752 9044 405 CP
RE128-101 WQ54 315 703 21@57 @534 0759 9,25 602 CP
RE128-102 WQ26 271 703 20@83 @533 @752 8083 507
•RE129-203 WQ27 185 12,5 20078 0533 0738 8064 597
RE130-104 WQ26 175 603 19.60 0522 9743 8@03 1 @8
RE130-2*3 WQ26 175 509 19,90 @522 0739 8@13 1@5
RE131-203 WQ26 285 9*6 21*08 9527 o752 8,82 400
RE131-3.4 WQ26 280 1109 20068 * 520 @753 8 * 55 2*3
RE131-493 WQ26 210 1006 19*25 0500 @724 7 * 36 08
RE132-1@4 WQ26 195 10@5 20@45 * 523 9739 8@35 309
RE132-2 * 5 WQ29 220 1006 20,48 0518 *728 8916 1.9
RE133-204 WQ25 263 806 20,20 * 522 *728 8 .12 3.2
RE133-2@11 WQ25 223 8.6 18.30 0502 @718 6097 08 WIDE
RE134-1@3 WQ27 280 8.1 20048 * 535 * 746 8064 3@9
RE134-2^4 WQ29 220 707 20,50 * 520 0721 8013 3@0
RE135-2 * 4 WQ27 250 9.7 19.70 ,527 0732 8,02 1.8
RE136-204 W027 175 7.8 20*80 * 549
-752 9009 6*7
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CRYSTAL WEB THICK RHO ISC VOC FF EFF OCD NOTES
NUMBER QUAL MIC-M OHM-CM MA VOLT % MIC-5
RE137-294 WQ27 200 8.3 19.58 * 513 9733 7.85 295
RE137-391 WQ27 205 814 19*85 .505 *724 7 * 68 105
RE138-193 W027 370 795 22.25 * 537 0760 9060 1094
RE141-104 WQ27 270 8.1 21,18 .546 *752 9.20 908
RE141-494 WQ27 195 791 19.23 * 516 -725 7.60 1.4
RE143-1*5 WQ27 230 8*6 20*70 .544 0736 8.76 7*5
RE143-1*5E WQ27 180 8.6 20.85 * 543 .750 8098 909 CP
RE144-1*3 WQ27 310 896 20.90 -546 *761 9919 10.3
RE144-193E WQ27 260 896 21.00 -542 -735 8.84 4.2 CP
RE151-6e4 WQ29 225 802 20.73 -536 9744 8-74 5*6
RE155-1 WQ30 300 8ol4 21.45 * 531 .727 8.75 6*2
RE155-2 W030 190 8:36 21.10 .540 .729 8e78 900
RE156-1*5 WQ54 265 8.64 20.40 *519 .746 8.34 2eO CP
RE157-1-3 WQ30 340 8.07 21.00 .534 .746 8.86 7-9
RE161-ISTD W Q 4 1 358 7.42 21.45 .543 -742 9.13 398
RE161-ISTD W044 380 7.42 21.28 .583 -751 9927 500
RE161 - ISTD WQ45 7.42 21.23 •5 5 1 9772 9 *55 8.1
RE161-ISTD WQ47 350 7.42 22.05 * 550 0748 9460 10*6
RE161-ISTD W049 320 7o4 21.18 @533 *748 B e92 309
RE161-ISTD WQ50 400 7e4 20.65 .539 -752 8-84 3*5
RE161-ISTD WQ57 360 7*4 21,55 052° 9751 9 * 06 394
REI61-1*6 WQ35 326 7@42 22.35 .558 * 775 10,26 1598
RE175-295 WQ34 211 6,98 20.68 * 521 -749 8@53 1.7
RE177-2e2 WQ36 230 2,29 21.60 .518 -719 8951 391
RE183-le4 WQ37 217 8*17 20.25 .527 -763 8.60 1.2
RE207-293 WQ45 217 8.91 19.98 * 531 *748 8.38 109
RE213-1*5 WQ47 230 12.3 20.05 9527 * 720 8905 1*0
RE217-195 WQ47 262 1108 20,50 9520 -739 8933 197
RE242 - 3*4 WQ50 220 793 20o6O 95 4 1 *762 8498 394
RE250-1*3 WQ57 230 6.85 19.95 .514 -735 7.97 190
f^
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CP
CP
CPSLNG RN
CPSLNG RN
CPSLNG RN
CPSLNG RN
CPSLNG RN
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CP
STD
BATTELLE
BATTELLE
CRYSTAL WEB THICK RHO ISC VOC FF EFF OCD
NUMBER QUAL MIC-M OHM-CM MA VOLT % MIC—S
RE251-1.1 WQ54 285 9.37 20.07 •532 .731 8,26 197
RE253-1.3 WQ54 300 8.10 22,22 ,541 ,760 9,66 6,7
RE253-1.4 WQ53 300 8.10 21,80 ,550 9753 9.55 994
RE253-2*4 WQ53 290 8.07 20e78 9525 ,746 8,60 2.1
RE258-1*4 WQ54) 330 8,68 22,10 ,547 ,759 9,70 10.4
RE258-2@3 W054 300 9.12 22.17 .537 9748 9043 798
RE258-3@2 WQ54 250 10.56 21.65 .537 -739 9,09 6.4
RE258-492 WQ54 265 11.70 21.97 * 540 ,742 9930 9.5
RE258-5*3 WQ54 240 12.07 22.20 .547 ,756 9.72 1197
RE258-642 WQ54 205 12.53 22,02 .525 * 736 9,00 6,4
RE266-2,8E WQ58 280 22.33 ,541 4,749 9957 697
W128-393 WQ39 125 250 .0,.13 .551 4,707 9„52 23,4
W141-19 TD WQ37 201 2,55 21.58 .565 9770 9-92 44,2
W141-15TD WQ38 194 2.55. 21.90 9567 ,774 10917 6*5
W141-1STD W044 210 2,54 21,80 .583 075 10.41 8,7
W141-1e2STD WQ34 118 2.54 20.90 .560 ,755 9 * 34 2.9
W141-292STD WQ29 140 296 20.88 9546 *759 9@16 396
W180-14,3 WQ45 131 4,25 18.15 9587 * 793 8@94 101
W180-34,7 WQ35 115 .25 18.52 * 589 * 777 8,97 193
W185-1.4 WQ45 135 .0164 11,50 4,594 9791 5 * 71 ley
W186-1 * 6 WQ45 131 5910 20,65 9553 * 767 9926 74,8
W187 -1,3 WQ47 160 2,10 20.95 9571 -722 9,15 3*8
W189-294 WQ47 110 1.74 20.10 ,551 ,761 8.92 1,7
W190-1,3 WQ47 200 3095 22,22 .520 038 9.02 84,2
W192-14,3 WG49 205 6@3 21.75 9553 9762 9969 895
W193 -193 WQ49 190 1195 20,45 -518 ,733 8.21 2,4
W193-1.3 WQ57 190 1145 20.70 -502 9724 7,96 let
W196-193 WQ57 21,25 ,514 4,745 8,62 2.5
W200-193 WQ50 210 1097 20.23 9529 9737 8e33 391
W202-2.4 WQ50 135 391 20.50 ,541 9754 8985 2*3
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CRYSTAL WEB THICK RHO I5C VOC rF EFF OCD NOTES
NUMBER QUAL MIC-M OHM-CM MA VOLT % MIC-S
W202-3o2 WQ50 150 3.0 20065 9541 #758 Bo96 2o3
W205-lolE WQ58 210 •33 21.00 o582 9758 9 079 1*6 CP
W206-1•lE W058 330 1100 22.60 9543 0739 9.60 1009 CP
W206-2.1 WQ58 130 8.51 22.15 9520 •738 8,,99 302
W206-2 * IE WQ58 100 8051 22010 #547 0736 9 040 507 CP
W207-192 WQ58 160 10923 22020 .516 0742 E3o99 3o2
W207-1 * 2E WQ58 140 IO.23 22040 •540 0747 9055 508 CP
W207-292 WQ58 130 9069 21065 0507 0716 8.31 1*7
W207-2e2E WQ58 100 9069 22910 * 539 .749 9943 409 CP
WA7-194 WQ38 250 9.21 20055 •516 0744 8034 104
WA9-204 WQ38 138 8037 20035 0524 9763 8.61 1.9
WA9-302 WQ38 121 8,32 21000 0524 0730 8o48 200
WA13-1.5 WQ38 145 9094 20.93 9530 0746 8 .7 4 2.8
WA17-102 W045 180 6075 19.83 9518 0719 7080 106
WA20-1,4 WQ45 149 3.42 19080 9553 .758 8077 108
WA51-103 WQ49 290 796 22050 9547 0759 9088 806
WA54-2o3 W050 255 695 20o8O 9547 0752 9 * 05 6*0
WA59-1 * 3 WQ57 160 5*7 21.72 0530 *763 9030 3.5
WA67-295 WQ58 190 1008 21.85 * 547 *766 9060 507 CP
WA68 -1.5E WQ58 190 6oO8 22*00 .547 0766 9974 4.6 CP
WB30-1.2 w(457 150 8*02 19.75 9503 .730 7067 08
Y y
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9.3 FUNDAMENTAL LIMITATIONS ON DENDRITIC WEB GROWTH
R. G. Seidensticker
Westinghouse R&D Center
Pittsburgh, PA 15235
1. INTRODUCTION
The dendritic web process has been a viable technique for the
production of single crystal silicon ribbons since the mid 1960's when
it was used to provide material for solar cells in space applications.
Insofar as the Westinghouse Corporation was concerned, the market for
space solar cells failed to materialize, and further development of the
dendritic web process was discontinued. In the mid 1970's, a growing
concern over fuel supplies caused renewed interest in photovoltaic devices
and work on the dendritic web process was reinstituted.
The earlier development of dendritic web growth had proceeded
to the point where a pilot line operation was producing crystals 10 to
12 mm wide at a speed of about 1.5cm/min although wider and faster growth
had been achieved in the laboratory. When the web program was renewed
after a hiatus of seven years or so, it was recognized that the area
throughput of the prior technology was insufficient to meet the economic
requirements for terrestrial photovoltaic power, and the new program
had the goals of increased throughput rate, continuous long term growth
periods and high material quality. Table 1 summarizes the general results
of these recent efforts.
Although significant progress has been made in all aspects of
the dendritic web technology, ultimate limits must exist at some point
for all the factors. For example, the efficiency of silicon solar cells
under air mass one conditions is limited to about 23% by considerations
of the solar spectrum and the band gap of the material. Similarly,
rI
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dissolution of fused quartz by liquid silicon probably limits the possible
continuous crystal growth time to something of the order of several
weeks. It is the purpose of the balance of this memo to try to establish
some ultimate limits on possible dendritic web throughput rates.
In projecting limits for any process or equipment, several
cautions should be observed. First of all, there are two distinct types
of limitations: 1. limitations imposed by the sophistication of avail-
able technology-these are the "practical" limits, and 2. limitations
imposed by the basic laws of nature - these are the "ultimate" limits.
Both of these types of limitations can become invalid for various reasons.
Practical limitations can be invalidated by advances in technology. For
example, the size of integrated circuits has been steadily reduced by
the development of new techniques for fabricating smaller and smaller
patterns and configurations on the base chips. Similarly, "ultimate"
limitations can be circumvented by employing new physical principles
such as multijunction/multimaterial configurations for solar cell purposes.
In evaluating the possible limitations on dendritic web
throughput, the emphasis will be placed on identifying and evaluating
the basic physical factors which limit the process. Relatively little
attention will be givea here to "practical" limitations of an engineering
nature. It is clear from Table 1 that the "practical" limits have been
steadily diminished, and there is clear indication that process improve-
ments will continue. Even in the case of the "ultimate" limits, there are
some areas where new principles or techniques could circumvent what now
seem to be barriers.
TABLE 1
April 1977	 April 1978 April 1979
	 January 1980
Maximum Demonstrated
	 2.3	 8	 23	 27
Area Growth Rate
cm2/min
Maximum Demonstrated	 2.4
	 3.5	 4.o
	 4.7
Width cm
Maximum Demonstrated	 ti 13%	 ti14%	 til5%
	 >ti15%
Solar Cell Efficiency
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2. WEB THROUGHPUT FACTORS
The throughput of a web crystal growth system can be defined in
two ways: (1) the mass throughput, e.g. gm/min, which is the product of
speed, width and thickness, or (2) area throughput, which is the product
of only speed and width. The thickness and growth speed of the ribbon
are very closely related, as will be discussed later, but these parameters
are only indirectly related to the attainable width of the crystal.
Since the principal use of the dendritic web crystal is assumed to be for
solar cell fabrication, the crystal area is the dominant factor and the
crystal need only be thick enough to survive the handling imposed by
the cell processing procedure. For the purposes of the subsequent
discussion, a practical limitation on thickness will be taken as 1004m
(4 mils), although it would seem plausible that cell fabrication procedures
could be developed to handle thinner material if the economic incentive
were large enough. In fact, efficient solar cells have been fabricated
on 50um thick web. With the understanding 'that the useful crystal thickness
will be determined for the most part by factors other than the growth
process, area throughput will be the parameter which we will discuss.
From consideration of the physical processes involved, the
growth speed of the crystal and the width of the crystal are completely
unrelated. The growth speed (at a given thickness) is determined by the
dissipation of latent heat, which in turn is related to the vertical
temperature gradient along the length of the crystal and the vertical
temperature gradient in the liquid adjacent to the interface. The width
of the crystal, for the most part, is determined by lateral temperature
gradients in the liquid and some lateral heat loss processes from the
bounding dendrites close to the liquid surface. From a practical
viewpoint, thermal stresses generated by the vertical temprature profile
are an important width limiting factor, but these stresses are subject
to manipulation and thus do not represent "ultimate limitations" in the
context of this discussion. We shall therefore consider the pull speed
and width to be independent parameters.
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3. GROWTH SPEED
In any freezing process, thu rate of transformation of liquid
to solid is controlled by two factors: 1. the mechanism by which
molecules (or atoms) from the liquid phase are attached to solid phase -
the so called attachment kinetics, and 2. the rate of dissipation of latent
heat. In the solidification of silicon, the kinetic factor is negligible
if the growth front is not a crystallographic (111) plane. Thus in
dendritic web growth kinetic effects do not seem to influence the growth
speed, although they are the dominant factor in determining the crystal
morphology and probably are important in maintaining the stability of
the growth. The thermal effects, on the other hand, are the dominant
factors in controlling the speed of growth and the thickness of the
ribbon.
The velocity and thickness of a ribbon crystal must be closely
related parameters from the physics of the situation. At a given pull
speed, the latent heat evolved at the growth front is directly proportional
to the thickness of the crystal, as is the thermal conductance of the
ribbon. However, the crystal surface area available for dissipation of
heat to the ambient is independent of thickness. Thus in order to
balance the heat generation with the heat loss, a relationship must exist
between the growth velocity and the crystal thickness.
The basic choice in analyzing the heat loss problem lies in
what boundary conditions and heat loss mechanisms to include with the governing
differential equation, Eq. 1, which is the heat flow equation for a
moving reference frame, i.e, a reference frame fixed with respect to the
growth front.
V • (kOT) - 
V•
SIT = Q	 (1)
PC
where T is the temperature, k is the thermal conductivity, V is the
growth velocity, p is the density of the material, C the specific heat
and Q (T) is the heat loss, (a function of temperature) from the ribbon
surface. The case of a wide, thin ribbon simplifies into a one
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dimensional problem that has been solved analytically by several workers
for a variety of simplified boundary conlitions.
All of the analytical solutions included the fact that the
thermal conductivity of silicon is a function of temperature having the
form of k = a/T. The solution of Ciszek l used the assumptions that
i
there was no heat flow from the melt at the interface and that heat loss
from the crystal was only by radiation to a 0°K environment. The result
was expressed as
[ca T 5k 2
I	 V - L
	 tm m
	
(2)p
where T  is the melting temperature, m is the thermal conductivity
at Tm, e is the emissivity, o is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, p is
the density L the latent heat and t is the crystal thickness. A
similar treatment was done by Swartz, Surek and Chalmers with the
assumption that heat loss was not to 0°K but rather to some effective
ambient To . The resulting expression for V included the effect of heat
flow from the melt, but if that term is neglected, their result has the
form	 1 _	 1
eQT Sk 2	 ^T 4	 T ^2
V =
	 tm m 1 - lTm (1 + 41n To (3)
which is essentially the same result as Eq. 2 with a correction for the
effective ambient temperature.
Seidensticker 3 arrived at essentially the same result as Eq. 3,
however the effective heat transfer was modified by the fact that part
of the web was immersed in the growth cavity formed by the slotted
susceptor lid. The effect of this immersion was to reduce the growth
velocity since the effective temperature is very high in the vicinity
of the growth front which reduces the possible heat loss there.
a
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In all cases, the growth velocity is deduced from the temperature
gradient at the growth front by means of the heat balance equation
LV=k dz I -q,	 (4)0
where L is the latent heat of fusion, dT/dzl o is the temperature gradient
at the growth front and Q, is the heat flow to or from the melt at the
interface. If the liquid temperature near the growth front is higher
than the melting temperature, then the heat flow adds to the latent
heat and the growth velocity is reduced. If liquid is colder as in
the growth of dendritic web, then latent heat can be dissipated to the
liquid and the growth velocity is enhanced. In both Eqs. 2 and 3, only
the dT/dz term of Eq. 4 is considered.
Both Eqs. 2 and 3 can be evaluated to determi-e the velocity
of 'a "freely" radiating ribbon when the heat flow to or from the melt is
zero. For numerical evaluation, T  = 1685°K, k m = .189 W/cm-K,
L = 1804 J/gm, p = 2.329 gm/cm 3 , e = 0.6 and a = 5.67x10-12 W/cm2K4.
In Eq. 3, To = 400 K. For web 0.01 cm (4 mil) thick,
Eq. 2
	
V = .223 cm/sec
= 13.35 cm/min
Eq. 3
	
V = .221 cm/sec
= 13.22 cm/min
If To = 700K, then Eq. 3 gives V = .207 cm/sec
= 12.44 cm/min
Thus the idealized case of a freely radiating web crystal gives a growth
velocity of about 13 cm/min for a 100 pm thick ribbon, when all the latent
heat is dissipated through the crystal. If, in addition, some latent heat
is dissipated to the supercooled melt, then another 1 to 2 cm/min is added
to the velocity so that the actual web pull velocity would be about 14 to
16 cm/min.
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In practice, the web crystal will not freely radiate to the
environment, but will interact with hot furnace components. The
situation is shown in Figure 1 which illustrates schematically the thermal
interactions of elements of the web and of the meniscus. These thermal
interactions are too complicated to handle with analytical approximations.
However, they can be easily managed with numerical integration techniques;
the details are discussed in Appendix 6.5 of Reference 4. Briefly, the
geometry shown in Figure 2 is used to represent the growth system and
the radiative view factors are evalvatkd as a function of a position
along the ribbon (or along the liquid surface for the meniscus calculation).
Equation 1 can then be integrated numerically to solve for the temperature
gradient at the growth front and hence the growth velocity.
Evaluation of the model for the case of a thin (l mm), cold
(700°K) lid with a narrow (3 mm) slot and the web growth front level
with the bottom of the lid gives a velocity of 7.88 cm/min for the
velocity due to heat flow in a 100pm thick web. Again, several cm/min
would be added to this value by the latent heat which would be dissipated
to the supercooled melt.
It is instructive to inquire why the model gave a result of
about 7.9 em/min when the analytical results of Eqs. 2 and 3 gave
results of about 13 cm/min. The analytical results are essentially
the "ultimate" limits while the model result is more of a practical
limit. The feature of the model geometry which causes the decrease in speed
turns out to be radiation from the hot cavity above the melt through
the slot onto the web. If the slot width is reduced so that it closely
matches the width of the growing ribbon (200pm slot and 100pm web) then
the numerical results of the model are in excellent agreement with the
analytical results.
The degree to which the ultimate growth speed can be approached
by a practical geometry is very hard to predict. As will be discussed
in the next section, the temperature distribution in the crystal in-
directly interacts with the obtainable width through thermal stress
generation. Further, there are other practical effects in the growth
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Figure 1 Heat loss factors for thickness velocity mciel
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Figure 2 Crucible and web geometry for thermal analysis
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process such as the management of the silicon oxide which is evolved
by the melt/crucible interaction. Nonetheless, the factors affecting
growth speed are identified and continued engineering will narrow the
gap between the practical and the ultimate limits.
Swnman y.
The speed at which a ribbon crystal, including dendritic
web, can be grown is determined by the thickness required of the material
and by the ability to dissipate the latent heat of fusion. If radiation
is the only mechanism considered for removing the latent heat, then a
100pm thick crystal has an ultimate growth speed of about 13 cm/min when
all the latent heat must be lost from the crystal itself. In dendritic
web growth, some of the latent heat can be removed to the melt as well
as to the crystal, and the ultimate velocity for growth should be of
the order of 15 cm/min or greater. If additional heat removal mechanisms
are introduced such as cold gas jets, then the ultimate velocity is
increased even further. Practical limits on the velocity, such as
interaction of the crystal with heated regions of the growth system,
serve to reduce the velocity.
4. WIDTH
Evaluating the ultimate limit of dendritic web width is a more
difficult problem than evaluating the limitations on speed. Not only
are the apparent limitations of an indirect nature, but the theory involved
is complex and the evaluation of limiting criteria is more difficult.
In order to appreciate the problem, consider the mechanism of
widening in dendritic web growth. Figure 3 suggests the way in which
the temperature distribution across the melt interacts with the web width.
The ribbon part of the crystal grows from a meniscus 6 or 7 mm above the
melt surface; however the high liquid curvature required at the edges
of the bounding dendrites limits the meniscus height there to only 1 or
2 mm. Crystallographic and heat flow factors cause the growth direction
of the dendrites to be very nearly a 12111 direction. Lateral heat loss
149
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Figure 3 Illustration-of the way the lateral temperature
distribution in melt and lateral heat loss from the
ribbon influence the dendritic web widening process.
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from the meniscus, however, perturbs the thermal field near the tip of
the dendrite so that there is slightly more growth on the outer edge
than on the inner edge. This causes a small deviation of the growth
direction from [211] and the crystal widens so long as there is a uniform
temperature profile in the melt. When the widening web reaches a region
of increasing melt temperature, as shown in the figure, the intrinsic
lateral temperature gradient in the liquid counteracts the temperature
gradient created by the meniscus heat loss. The web then ceases to
widen and continues to grow at a steady state width. Thus, as far as
basic growth mechanisms are concerned, a web crystal can grow as wide
as it is possible to generate a constant lateral temperature profile in
the melt.
From an operational standpoint, the real limitation on the width
of dendritic web material arises from deformation of the material during
growth. In a usual growth sequence, the crystal is started at a width
narrower than its ultimate size. The growing ribbon then widens by the
mechanism just discussed until a constant, steady-state width is reached,
or until the crystal begins to twist or curl. The primary cause of
the deformation observed lies in thermal stresses arising from the
temperature profile in the ribbon.
The origin of thermal stress in dendritic web growth has been
discussed by Seidensticker and Hopkins 5 and has also been addressed by
workers with other techniques for growing silicon ribbons. The analysis
of Gurtler7 is perhaps the most extensive of any, although it is addressed
in detail to the "ribbon-to-ribbon" process. Nevertheless, many of his
conclusions are more general, and in particular he finds that stresses
can be reduced by proper manipulation of the thermal profile. This
conclusion is confirmed by developments in dendritic web growth where
low residual stress is maintained until elastic buckling occurs. Further,
the threshold width for elastic buckling is being continually increased
by system thermal design.
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Thus thermal stress-induced deformation provides a practical
limit to width in the dendriti.c web process. Characteristic of development
studies the practical limit has continually increased as thermal stress was
controlled. However, there remains one source of buckling which will
provide an "ultimate" limit to ribbon width: surface tension forces
acting on the bounding dendrites. As shown in Figure 3, a liquid film
(meniscus) is present between the bounding dendrites, and the surface
tension of this film acts to pull the dendrites together. This tendency
to collapse is balanced by the stiffness of the web and at some
combination of width and thickness, the surface tension forces will
suff ice to cause the web to buckle. This effect provides some measure
of an "ultimate" limit on the width attainable in a web crystal of given
thickness.
The critical feature of the surface tension limitation is that
the force exerted by the surface tensioa is independent of the separation
of the dendrites. In practice, the height of the film is about 0.5cm
so that the force F = 2hy = 720 dynes. Although this is a small force,
it is not negligible and should cause the web to buckle if it is wide
and thin enough.
An exact stability analysis for this configuration _s extremely
complex, if it exists, but some conservative approximations ;an be made
to analyze the situation. The problem was modeled as a thin plate,
laterally loaded, with the compressive stress linearly decreasing along
the length of the ribbon. Following the treatment of Timoshenko and
Gere8 , the critical stress relationship finally yielded a simple re-
lation between the thickness (t) and the width (w) for which buckling
would occur, namely:
t3 = 1.8 x 10-11 2w.
For 100um thick material, this relation predicts stability (no buckling)
for material less than 235 cm wide! For lOpm thick material, however,
7.5 cm represents the limiting width. It would appear that this ultimate
limit on width far exceeds the practical limitations imposed by thermal
stress.
(5)
a
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Summaky.
In practice the width of a growing dendritic web is determined
by the lateral temperature distribution on the melt surface; the web
widens until a balance occurs between temperature gradients produced
by heat loss at the dendrite edges and intrinsic temperature gradients
in the melt. This situation leads to steady state growth if the Web
can grew wide enough; however frequently a second factor occurs:
deformation induced by thermal stresses. The thermal stress generation
has frequently proved to be the practical limitation to web width. If
these practical limitations were removed, an "ultimate" limit has
been found in the surface tension forces on the bounding dendrites. An
approximate analysis of the ribbon buckling shows that the surface
tension effects would not be important for 100pm thick web until the
crystal was over two meters wide, so that in fact the thermal stress
currently is the effective limiting factor. Increasingly better thermal
designs have reduced these stresses and wider web has been grown, so
that it is very difficult to predict any real limitation on dendritic
web width.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Analysis of the factors controlling dendritic web growth shows
that clear limitations on growth speed and ribbon thickness, can be defined
but that the limitations on crystal width are much less easily delineated.
There is a well-defined relationship between the web growth velocity and
its thickness. Changes in the heat loss from the web brought about by
the design of the growth geometry alter the thickness-velocity relation-
ship in a well defined manner, and an "ultimate" growth velocity can be
specified. For the case of radiative transfer to a 300°K ambient. The
heat loss from the web itself accounts for a growth speed of about 13 cm/min
(100 pm thick ribbon) while the latent heat lost to the supercooled
meniscus adds another 2 or 3 cm/min so that the actual growth speed would
be about 15 cm/min. In a real growth system, thermal interaction with hot
furnace elements (melt, susceptor, lids) reduces the heat losses and hence
the growth speed. In a practical, although still somewhat idealized
geometry, we anticipate a growth speed of about 9 to 10 cm/min for the
100 pm thick web.
Because there do not appear to be any inherent restrictions on
the widening process itself the limitations on dendritic web width are
more difficult to define than are the limitations on speed. The effective
width limitations arise from stresses in the crystal which cause it to
deform during growth. The closest approximation to an "ultimate" limit
is the stress generated by surface tension forces on the bounding dendrites
due to the liquid film in the meniscus region. An estimate of these
forces gives a limiting width of over two meters for 100 pm web - far in
excess of practical width limitations imposed by thermal stresses.
Although the factors governing web speed and width are mainly
indepdendent, thermal stresses originate from the same vertical
temperature gradients which serve to transport the latent heat of fusion
in the ribbon. Therefore from a practical viewpoint the speed and width
are interrelated, and the practical limitation on throughput is determined
by how well an optimum temperature profile can be engineered. As we noted
in the introduction, throughput rates, as well as width and speed,
1.54
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individually have steadily increased during our program and there is
every indication progress will continue.
As of the present time, dendritic web crystals have been grown
at a wiath of almost 5 cm and growth rates over 6 cm/min have been
demonstrated. These values represent the current state of the art but
are significantly less than any "ultimate" limits calculated above.
Although significant engineering effort c°ill be required to push closer
and closer to the ultimate limitations of the process, we believe that
5 to 6 cm wide web grown at speeds of 6 to 7 cm/min for a total throughput
rate of about 35 cm2 /min. is a reasonable technical objective.
Achievement of a 35 cm2 /min web output rate would also have
important economic consequences for the long term reduction in solar
cell costs. The implications can be put in perspective as follows. The
1990 DOE cost goal, $0.30 per peak watt (1975$) output power represents
about a 40% ;reduction over the 1986 cost objective of $0.50 per watt.
The corre.spondiag reduction in the combined polysilicon plus wafer cost
would produce a 1990 target of $0.096 per watt versus about $0.16 per watt
for 1986. A SAMICS-IPEG analysis indicates that at a 35 cm 2 /min web
output rate the wafer plus polysilicon cost would reach the 1990 projected
target of $0.096 per watt. If the cost of silicon falls below $10/kg a
further cost reduction would ensue.
	
Thus for both economic and technical
reasons a target of 35 cm2 /min output rate appears reasonable for future
web development activity.
At the current stage of development of dendritic web growth,
there is no indication that we have reached the "ultimate" capability of
throughput for the process. There are several directions which could
diminish or eliminate present practical limitations on the process.
These directions involve both extension of the analysis of the process
and experimental/engineering implementation of the directions indicated
by the analysis. These are:
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1. Develop a criterion for the elastic stresses required to
cause buckling and deformation of the web. How are width
and thickness related to the critical stress distribution?
2. Identify idealized thermal profiles required for both high
speed growth and low buckling (elastic) stress.
3. Test the buckling criterion against observed web deformation
behaviour.
4. Develop practical system geometries which will generate
the desired temperature profiles. Although these designs
may involve strictly passive elements (shields and lid)
they may require active heating/cooling elements such as
gas jets, etc.
I
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ABSTRACT	 the widest: crystai g grown in the past.
}lit'.h area output rates and continuous, auto-
mated g-.owrh are two key technical requirements
for the growth of low cost silicon ribbons for
solar cells. We have achieved, by means of com-
puter aided furnace design, silicon dendritic web
output rar, ; as high as 27 121 m^/min, a value in
excess o° tIvi' projected to meet a ^0.50 per peak
watt solar at:ay manufacturing cost. We have also
demonstrated t r 1 feasibility of simultaneous web
growth while tl. • melt is replenished with pellet-
ized silicon.	 .is step is an important precursor
to the development of an automated growth system.
Solar cells made on the replenished material were
just as efficient a: devices fabricated on typical
webs grown without r.• ,lenishment. Moreover, web
cells made on a less-xe, fined, pelletized poly-
crystalline silicon synthesized by the Battelle
process yielded off 1•° .-ticies up to 13 7: (AM1) .
INTFODUCTION
Dendritic web Is a ribbon forts of thin (100 to
200 vim) single crystal , .J icon shaped during growth
by crystallographic forces and surface tension,
rather than by dies. These characteristics,
coupled with the highest demonstrated ribbon solar
cell efficiency-15.5!-make ^:ilicon web a promising
candidate to achieve, or better, the Department
of Energy cost objective of 50 cents per peak watt
of photovoltaic power. The subject of this paper
is the recent demonstration of two key technologi-
cal steps toward low cost silicon web production:
high output rate web growth and the simultaneous
growth of silicon web with melt replenishment.
WEB OUTPUT RATE
Web area output (the product of web width and
growth velocity) is a key parameter, since as out-
put rate increases, wafer costs diminish. We now
have achieved area output rates of 27 cm 2 /min, more
than triple the 8 cm`/min maximum rate of a year
ago. The accomplishment is the outcome of com-
puter-aided thermal design by which both web width
and web speed have been increased. For example,
control of the vertical thermal gradient in the web
(by means of growth slot and heat shield geometry)
reduced stress-induced deformation so that crystals
more than 4.5 cm wide have been grown. The growth
slot geometry used to accomplish this result is
illustrated in Figure 1. Moreover, these wide webs
are free of the rippled texture characteristic of
The economic consequencer; of the recent output
rate improvements are put in perspective in Figure
2 where the maximum rate so far achieved is super-
imposed on a cor:t1^rojection made using the AMICS-
IPEG methodology. (lI Implicit in the corat calcula-
tion are assumptions of a 157 AM1 cell efficiency
and a 150 um web thickness--both of which already
have been demonstrated, $10/kg silicon expected
within the next few years', and a three day contin-
uous growth cycle. (For these conditions web wafer
costs equal to the national goal of 16 cents per
watt can be achieved at web area output rates about
18 cm /min.) At the 27 "m 'I
	
demonstrated output
rate, the projected silicon web wafer plus poly-
silicon cost is about 12 cents per watt, or more
than 4 cents per watt below the 1986 national cost
goal of 16 cents per watt in 1975 dollars. fvcn if
the future cost of polysilicon falls only to $25/kg
tht projected web wafer plus polysilicon cost is 16
cents per watt, which meets the objective.
MELT REPI.ENIS111,113NT
To reach the projected 1986 web cost requires
not only a demonstration of high output rate opera-
tion but that these rates be sustainable for long
periods. Beyond this, long term system thermal
stability is also necessary to assure optimal growth
conditions. Since silicon is continuously removed
from the, melt as web crystal is grown, the melt
height, or more specifically the position of the
growth front relative to the lid, will change with
time, a feature which would adversely affect web
width and vvloaity (see next section). Thus melt
replenishment is necessary for both technical and
economic reasons.
Impact of `felt Levul on Velocity and Thtckne_ss
Changes in melt level affect web output rate
most directly through changes in the growth speed
necessary to maintain a constant ribbon thickness.
If a constant pull velocity is maintained, then the
web will steadily decrease in thickness, as shown in
Figure 3, unless the melt is maintained at a con-
stant height (replenished). At the start of a run,
the growth front of the web, is nearly level with the
bottom of tbP crucible lid; small changes in posi-'
tion then have a significant effect on the heat lose
from both the crystal and the melt. This is partic-
ularly noticable for thicker ribbons, as in Figure
3.
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Several papers have treated the relation be-
tween the thickness and the rowth velocit y of
growing; ribbon cr ystals, ( ','' and although the
results; differ in detail, they generally have the
form
v - C/ 3t	 (1)
where C i!; a constant related to the details of
heat loss from the ribbon and t is the ribbon
thickness. In the ease of denciritic web growth,
the latent heat of fusion is dissipated both by
the crystal and by the surercooled melt, and a
good app:- - ximation to both the experimental data
and a detailed computer model (`' ' in given by
bV - 4 1 t
where a and h ar „ constant• which depend on the
detailed syt;tvm geometry, and hence both change
with changes in the inter f ace location, It the
latent heat dtvslpatcd by rho web and by the melt
iii considered, then a "partial velocity" can be
an!;ociated with each componenta. These "partial
velocities" both have the dependence given by
Eq. 2, anJ hence the individual a and It coeffi-
cients are additive as shown in Figure 4. When
the position dependence is examined, however, it
iti found that the coefficients related to the
heat lo:is through the crystal show the largest
rhanges. Further, by taking the partial deriv-
atives of Eq. 2 with respect to a and b, it is
found that hoth It/3a and )t/,Ib depend directly on
t, so that thicker web shows larger changes with
melt height consistent with Figure 3.
it might be thought that the optimum inter-
face position would give the maximum velocity
for a Given thickness; however, other growth
effects also depend on interface position. One of
the most important is the thermal stress in the
growing crystal, a topic discussed in the follow-
ing section.
!EpEct op Mplt Level on Web Width
The ribbon width depends on melt height In
two ways: through changes in the melt temperature
profile and through the generation of width-
restricting thermal stresses in the growing
crystal as the liquid level varies. The former is
a relat.i^,ely small effect; in practice the effect
of melt height on thermal stress is a much more
Important consideration.
Although the melt itself is relatively far
below the lid, Figure 1, the high meniscus
typical of liquid silicon brings the web growth
front very close to the bottom of the lid. Under
these conditions, a liquid level shift of a few
millimeters creates a large variation in radiative
heat loss and hence in the shape of the temperature
profile along the web. Changes in the slope of the
temperature curve at the growth front change the
velocity-thickness relation discussed in the last
section, but in addition there are large changes
in the second and higher derivitatives which are
responsible for thermai stresses in the
ribbon. (t', 7 , 8 )	 Particularly important is the
lateral stress develop._ in the ribbon close to
the growth front whore the material is, hot and the
yield point is relatively small. When the thermal
stresn exceeds the critical yield stret;s, plastic
deformation occurs and tho resulting crvst.il
 con-
tainl; re ;istual ;tress, Since the magnitude of the
thermal stress depends on the width tit the crystal
an well as on the temperature profile, excessive
stress generated by melt height change: can limit
web widening.
Stress fields in wet) crystals have been es-
timated from the calculated temperature profiles
for various lid configurations. the lateral
stress componentOyv for one geometry is shown in
Figure i. The L 
I 
N parameter labeling the different
curves is the distance of the growth front below
the lid; the accented portions of the curves for
LIN- 0 and 4 mm represent regions where the yield
point is exceeded and hence plant.ic deformation
would occur. Vor the intermediate cases, no
plastic flow would be expoclotl. rn agrvemcnt with
the motive, crystals grown tit melt hoight y
 for which
no plaetle flow in expected show very !+mail monsurad
residual sLross. Crystals grown niter the melt has
been greatly depleted (large L'IN) exhibit larger
(and sometlmcs negative) stresses as predicted.
Thus a range of optimal melt heights exist for a
specific growth geometry and molt replenishment is
necessary to maintain the level within this, range.
Web licit RE?plcnishmcnt SY,tem
We have recently demonstrated the feasibility
of simultaneous web growth with replenishment.
The approach, which is conceptually and :^xperiment-
ally simple, is illustrated schematically in
Figure 6. The feedstock, pelletized silicon, is
injected into the melt from a programmable,
mechanically-actuated pellet feeder while con-
currently pulling a web crystal. The system
employs a unique two compartment crucible design in
which the melting pellets are separated from the
growing web by a quartz b rric:r. A hole in the
barrier located below the melt surface permits
equilibration of the melt level in the two compart-
ments ns tht. pellets melt. The pellet feed rate
may he programmed ,o that silicon is replenished
at a rate sufficient to replace the melt that is
being transformed to crystal.
Some minor adjustments are made to the work
coil position and susceptor shielding to compensate
for the asymmetric heat load imposed by the feed
material. Otherwise, the system is identical to
the one used for non-replenished growth.
Replenished growth runs of up to five hours have
been made with this arrangement. (Growth was
terminated by events unrelated to feeding). An
optical ,ensing system rising a reflected laser beam
will be used for melt height sensing, and contrul
of the replenishment rate.
A second key result of tbcse exg,eriments was
the demonstration that solar cells fabricated on
the replenished material were just as efficient as
cells fabricated on typical webs grown without melt
replenishment.
(2)
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SILh't1N i-n s1 -t1Cx Ct1N8Im'Iu1TIelNS FOR WIM OROWTH
Prolected low-cont Pradt,n of silicon may con-
tain level:; of contamination niguiticantly greater
than in eotivent ional - nnivondut-tor grade
mat crial. (, c I11 With melt replenishment these
contamin.utt;; cool btil,l up during growth to
exce:;nave levels;, 1 "^ thu:. we performed some
initi.tl to ,;ts to at;certain the aveoptability of
lens; pure ieedstockt; tot well growth.
Purity_ Re,luirement ,i for Web t-rowth
The dendritIt , well growth Iroces;s isi very
efticicnt at rejecting ln;purlties;; the
segregation coctIlrlents; for most metals;;ire
very small and close to tot, cquillbrium valuer;.(')
Thu-, most of tilt , impurities; present in tilt , feed
stock accumulate In the melt. The build np (If
impuritiv^; during; the .•ourne of a run cart affect
the output to two wavc;: 4 '1 (1) tilt , crystal quality
can be degraded l+v ,tructural breakdown,, and (2)
the suitability of the rrvstal for device purposes
can he compromivotl by t ,xce:;nivv concentrations of
under;arable impurities.
We determined tho approximate tolerable melt
Lnir.rity oonccntrat ion, by ohservinp, the growth of
web: intentionally doped with large amounts of
readil y nv t• re t,atod solutes ::uc(t lis nickel, moly-
bdenum, titanium and vanadium. t`
	 When the solute
concentration v%ooedn abot,t 20 ppma the growth
istl+it of tilt- ribbon deteriorate.. The well itself
boc^nnes; polvrrvs;talllt,e with a uniquely character-
istic morphologv and extra dendrites occur at
random across tbo growth front. It thus seems that
within about a factor of two either wav, an upper
limit of 0 ppma reprvsvi,ts a iinviting impurity
concentration in the melt for tvpic •al metal
solutes. Tf continuou, replviiislmtent is done
during; the course of it run no drat the melt is
replaced about fifteen times, thou the acceptable
Impurity content of the ford sock is only shout
I to : ppma.
The maximum impurity cont at based on cell
performance can he calculated from the Impurity-
cell performance relationsl.ips for silicon. Row-
ever tilt- proces; s requires icnowl_edge of the
electrical effect of the specliic impurity as well
as an "acceptable" level of device dogregation.
The topic has been treated in detail elsewhere(10),
but for a number ei Impurities: the result is that
about 5n0 ppma represents an upper limit for the
total concentration of impurities in the melt
assuming that a ten percent degradation fit device
performance is acceptable. This result leads to
an upper limit of about 30 ppma for the total
impurity content of the feed stock used for m t
replenishment. (Certain impurities, such as
titanium and vanadium, are much more deleterious tc
device performance, and for these- impurities, the
acceptable concentration is about two orders of
magnitude smaller,)
Thus for web, structural breakdown generally
sets tipper limit on feedstock impurity content..
For a three day growth cycle (a conservative
estimate from our economic analysis) the total melt
Impurity content should be less than about 1 ppm.
Note that impurity levels Of -- ppb are common in
nemi-conductor silicon, no the projected require-
ments for web growth represent a considerable
relaxation of present standards.
Device Performance of Melt Replenished weh
Solarcells were m;,,'. •) on silicon web er--tins
grown with replenishment and b y more common un-
replenished techniquct;. An n'+ p 114' .-ell structure
was utilized(") and tests were made at 01.finW/cm"
(AMI.). fable 1 gives data for t;olar veils;
fabricated front a number of web crv,Aals In a
single run. rash of tilt, entries In tilt , table is an
average of a number of re1113: the efliciencfos of
tho cells from the " toed Runs" whets melt replen-
ishniont was use,l were essentiall y
 the ! ;amt , as
Chase for cells; made on webn grown without replen-
isltmcnt.
Web i-rowth from Rattvlle "Low cost" Silicon
A sample tit potentially low cost Battelle
pelleti;,od silicon supplied by the Jet Propulsion
Laborator y was al:;o evaluated for list .
 in the weh
growth proces;t;. Prior to crvstal growth the
pellets: were heat treated nix hours in argon at
1:90 °C to evaporate auv ;.n remaining in the
material. (It was originally s;vnthesized by 'n
reebtct ton of ';Wi:,.) The material was used without
difficulty to grog ,ilicon web, hiagnostie solar
evIln ( "'made ot: the weh exhibited an average AMI
uncoated ettfcienev Ol • 0.0M.2", OI.W1 ent, with
Alt coatings) with a range trom 8.11 to 4.2",' (12.1
to 11,2
	 est. with raating;s;).
t:nNCIII I S I ONS
Our results indicate that mo.,;t of the major
technical requirements; to produce silicon web for
low cost solar 0e11r;-Output rate, cell efficiency,
ribbon thieltncs:;, and tolerance to the type of
contaminants likely iu solar grades of silicon now
have been demotts;trated. Implementation tit a
completely automated growth system for the
products,-ti of silicon weh for low cost solar cells
now appears ^oasible, anti the engineering
development to achieve this objvvtive is underway.
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Figure 1	 Schematic diagram of susceptor assembly
used to grow wide, low stress material.
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V total = Vmelt + Vweb
b.
V i = a i + tt	 i = total, melt or web
stress exceeds the yield stress and a
residual stress should result; for the
intermediate positions, no residual stress
is expected.
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Figure 4 Schematic repree;entation of the relation
between web growth velocity and recipro-
cal ribbon thickness. For analysis, the
actual growth velocity, Vtotal, can be
considered as the sum of a partial velo-
city Vweb, due to latent heat loss from
the ribbon and a partial velocity, Vmelt,
due to latent lieat lops to the under-
cooled silicon meniscus. Only the pull
speed, Vtotal, and thickness can be meas-
ured, e.g., figure 3.
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Figure 6 Schematic diagram of pelletized silicon
feed system for replenished dendritic web
growth.
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Figure 5 Calculated lateral stress at the web
crystal center as a function of distance
from the solid-liquid interface. Each
curve represents a different distance
(LIN) of the growth front below the
bottom of the Susceptor lid. For the
growth front level with the lid (LIN - 0)
or far below it (LIN - 4 mm) the lateral
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